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1. The attached 1b an AFBA translation of two papers submitted In 
July 1943 to United States authorities In Europe by German nationals, 
Alex EEMMAM sad Sergius SAMSORCW. The longer of the tiro papers Is 
entitled: "Report on Russian Decryption In the Former German Army”. To 
It is appended a "Suggestion for Formation of a Russian Cryptanalytic 
Unit". Both reports were forwarded to GCEQ, London where they recelYed 
the collective TIC CM number 803„ 

2. Both EETOiAKN and 8AM3QKCW were Interrogated extensively by 
TIC CM, and DETXKANN Is particularly known far his long treatise entitled 
"Method# of Decipherment” which was written during a period of two years 
at the European Command Intelligence Center, ABO 737 and which waa for¬ 
warded in Installments to Army Security Agenoy where It was issued as 
received. See DP-136, 138, 139, l4l, 144, 143, 146, 134, 155, 156, 163, 
166, 167, 168, 171, 173, 179, 180, 181. Other cryptologic studies of 
DETD4ANN during this period were Issued as DP-112, 132, and 133. DP-I85 
Parte I-III la a translation of the personality Hat prepared by DETTMANN 
of former members of Gorman signal Intelligence. 

3. Although TIC CM 803 waa translated upon Its xvoelpt by Army 
Security Agenoy in August 1943, and although an English translation by 
authors has been circulated under the title "Report of Russian Decipher! 
In the Former German Army”, It Is believed that only a few readers have 
aeoess to the doouasnt and that the translation does not do full Justice 
the Inherent value of the document. Pith this la mind a new translation 
has been made and formally issued. 
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PREFACE 

In the attached v;e submit for your consideration a report on Russian 

decryption in the former German Army. The materials unfortunately do not 

give the picture ne sought to present hut with the limited means at our 

disposal we could not do all vra should have wished. 

The questions treated in the report, as well as the existence of 

such a report, would fell v/iihin the classification SECRET fflllTARy MATTER 

("Geheime Kotamandosache j according to the classification rules of the 

former German Anay. For reasons you will readily comprehend ve request that 

the material be given a similar classification and that it be treated 

strictly in accordance therewith. 

In addition to the statements regarding the writers in the introduction, 

we make the following remarks s 

Alex K7TTJ.1AMU (lieutenant in the Reserve), 32 years old, married, two 

children, scientific worker in the field of Russian cryptanalysis, family 

at present living in Luebeck. Born in flt. Petersburg (Russia)} mother 

Russian; father a German (Aualandadeutacher) wholesale merchant in glass 

and metal lines. German citizen since birth} resided in Germany since 1918. 

Two military maneuvers in peace time; at the outbreak of war with Russia 

remained active in the sans fiold as Inspector in Var A An in ist ration 

(Kriegsverwaltungsinspelct or); after abolition of these grades (KV-Raange) 

a short period of military service as corporal (Unteroffizier)sergeant 

(Wachtne inter). and Chief I Arrant Officer (Cbarfaehnrich). Connissicned 

lieutenant in the Reserve (leutnant dor Reserve). At no time member of the 

tISDAP or any of its subordinate organizations. 

Sergius SAISONCSi, First Servant (Oberwachtmeister). 40 years old, 

married, two children, owner of an export-import business and an agency 

hfjidling bills of exchange (levisenanwaltspraxis) in Hamburg (both dermant 

since the beginning of the war). Bern in Irkutsk (Siberia) as son of Russian 
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parents, fritter wholesale Eierohant and rasabor of tho board of the Russian- 

Asiatic Rank in prerevolutionary Russia; emigrated frora Soviet Russia in 

1920 end lived idthcut citizsiship of any sort (Kansan pa.ss) in Germany. 

Heeane a Gorman citizen in 1931 and was called for military duty in 1940. 

Since February 1%1 active as scientific worker on cryptanalysis. At no 

time masher of MDAP or of its organic at lens. 

In turning in this report wo state oar readiness to serve as 

cryptau&iysbs of Rissiaa, also to earve ss organisers and supervisors 

oJ' a unit for analyzing Russian material in the interest of the USA. Vfe 

can confidently undertake such a task because vb feel sure v® have the 

administrative end technical ability, le therefore add to this report a 

brief suggestion for a set-up for analyzing Russian systems, 'le can 

guarantee that such an organization will be able to turn out decrypted 

Russian messages 5n a short time. 

The project predicates calling in a number of those analysts formerly 

associated with vs in order to make the organization productive without loss 

of time. It is clear that die sooner such an organization is formed the less 

tine will be lest in i/arming up, because thus there would be less of a gap 

between the steppage of our farmer work and the new work, and we should 

forgot less detail anci cons nearer to maintaining the necessary continuity 

in foil wing charges in tho Russian cryptographic systems. Otherwise this 

gap may become tco great to bridge. 

(Xir vdllingress to assume such work depends on the assumption that due 

recognition will be given to the value of our v;ock, both in the matter of 

pay and proper living conditions. 

Ve again request that our names be kept secret. 

23 July 1945 /signed/ PhTTltAIIK 

SAUSONOK 
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HEKJff fW RUSslhl! DKCRYPTICW IN 1HK FCRIMJ GERMAN ARMT 

INTRCTUCriCN 

The authors of thi6 report are the former chief cryptanalyst (Russia) 

df the Agency called General dar Machrichten Aufklaerura; Which was the 

controlling central office for signal intelligence in the German Aragr, and 

hie deputy. The fcrmer was Aron 1934 on, i.s. practically from the begin¬ 

ning of the systematic monitoring of Russian traffic by Gorany, a collaborator 

In the field of Russian cryptanalysis. The latter was assigned to the Agamy 

even befbre the war began as one especially suited for the work, and was 

the (SLoeest associate of and later chief assistant to the former. Hence 

the too are the only persons fully competent to speak on the thole field 

of Cryptanalysis of Russian military and polit-loal cryptographic systems, 

and the only persons in Germany able to compose an analytical report an 

the possibility of analyzing all types of Russian traffic and, if necessary, 

of organizing and carrying out cryptanalysis. 

In addition to the authors there are doubtlessly a number of eaegwtent 

analysts of Russian systemsj for example, at the same central Agency there 

are those who have worked under the authors or in out-ftqtlons of the crgeidsa- 

tlcn. In contrast to the authors, however, these were employed on, limited 

t»ypt analytic aesigunenta and thus do not have the earns oonpreheneive grasp 

of the entire field of Russian cryptanalysis. 

As those in charge of the oryptanalytlc organisation, the authors are 

atoo in a position to give a dependable picture of the worth of the 

evaluation of content of decrypted material. It can be asserted that the 

tafttmation from decrypted messages always proved absolutely reliable «ni' 

contained important information, since the opponent aider observation 

eoegweed then fbr his ova use and treated then as WW, Agate* 

reports and etatements by prisoners of wer which also serve the Hlgi 

Ccnnand • s sources of infomaticn could not oocapete with denypted wages 

since they were often intentionally or unintentionally Incorrect and laeoss- 

plete. If any eonflnalicn is nsedsd of the statement concerning the 
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reliability of decrypted nessaisB, it is only necessaiy to point out that 

in countless cases these u.jre confirued by captured docurwuts, agents* 

reports, mid interrogations of prisoners of war. Accordingly they koto 

rated and evaluated by the High Cotmond as "reliable inforr.ation" 

( "verlaeasllche Hachrlchten"). 

The ciyptanalytic orgmisation conducted by the undersized was able 

to deliver valuable infortiatian right up to the and of the i*r, rational 

and tactic;il utilisation v;as precluded for a long tine, he*.ever, by lack of 

military potential. 
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PART I. SUCCESSES CF RUSSIAN DECRY! 71CN 

A. General Importance of NKTO Organs sod Their Functions to 
Peace and '&r« Evaluation of Decryption 

Among the CLrst results of decryption of Russian cryptographic 

systems was the recognition of the importance of the HCVD (Peoples' 

Commissariat for Internal Affairs) in the political, military, and 

economic life of the Saris* Union. It soon came out that the role of 

this organization was far mare extensive and far more important in its 

influence on military matters than had previously been aesumed. These 

facts led to devoting ell possible attention to the monitoring of HKVD 

radio traffic. 

■CTO aa Political Security Ornawt The basic task of the HKVD is 

assuring the continence of the political structure of the USSR. Hence 

it exercises the sharpest kind of control over the political, military, 

and economic life of the country. For this purpose administrative off ices 

are set up in every city to meet the manifold demands made on than. To 

carry oat necessary measures the NKTO has at Its disposal various types 

of troops of Its om — NKTO troops — which are assigned and esglayed 

acoording to need by the Central Office in Itosccm (the fTf! BOflCK HKEU& 

TRABHOE ynPABREHME BOMCK HKBJ1 - Central AAainistrotim of 

Troops). Assignments in political supervision are carried out by the 

"00RUT OTJJERb! HKB/1 n Political Section HKVD. This is achieved 

hy the aid of an extensive network of agents which can note and combat 

any trend hostile to the Scarlets. The actual combatting of such aovecimts 

is by contingents called " BHyTPEHHWE BOflCKA » Troops of the 

inferior. The sending assy of politically unreliable elecmnts, surveillance, 

and oontrol of oanowt ration oMpe m wall as the setting up of petal ernfm 

and panel battalia* An in the province of the " KUBdilK BlflCKA WBI 

***+ frof. rath the nnoMpatlrii of Arsl» terriioiy Ari^ the 

tha nW of p^itlwa sections increased wWiaily beeotse the oooupied 
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territories, as a result of their often quite different political organiza¬ 

tion, required very intensive supervision. Consequently a very great increase 

in the contingent of Troops of the Interior became necessary. 

NKVD ad Protective Barrier against the Outside 'iyldt Corresponding 

to tM special political structure of the USSRj it dais necessary t6 provide 

for sealing the country hermetically from the outside r»rld. This called 

for the formation of an effective and reliable frontier guard, vtiich ues 

provided by the norPAHUMHblE BO^CKA HKRfl Frontier and 

Security Troops, Ctoly the easily guarded short stretches ware originally 

left to the Anny for protection. Since the bogiming of 1939 even these 

parts have been taken over by the Frontier Troops. Corresponding to their 

task, these troops have aircraft available, and, along the water boundaries, 

appropriate watercraft. Even in 1935-1937 the organization, tasks, effective¬ 

ness, and strength of these troops oould be ascertained from decrypted 

messages originating in several frontier guard areas. 

Radio traffic could be read, for instance, from frontier and coast guard 
areas: 

1. NORTH (Control Staticn Murmansk): Petschora to Gulf of Finland. 

3. LENINGRAD (Control Staticn Leningrad): Car alien Isthmus 

3. ODESSA (Control Staticn Odessa): Bessarabia to cast coast of the 
Crimea. 

4. NOrCRCSSISK (Control Staticn Novoroesisk): Sea of Azof and northeast 
coast of Black Sea. 

5- TRANSCAUCASUS (Control Staticns Suchum and Baku): east coast of Black 
Sea.Turkish end 
Iranian border, 
west coast of the 
Caspian Sea. 

6. KASAKSTAN (Control Stations Tashkent end Alma-Ata); east coast of 
Caspian Sea and 
land frontier in 
Cmtral Asia. 
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F.ach of these first four areas had one frontier guard unit 

(Abteiluna): the last two had two units each of frontier guards (called 

first J1MBM3H0H , later 0 TJ1E ZIEH'/tE ). Each of the units was about 

the size of a reenforced regiment (Recent), and each was divided into a 

nturber of sub-divisicne (Unterabteilundeft. OTPRfl ) [the nunber varying] 

according to the geographic situation, thus the coast guard unit Odessa 

had five eUb-divisions, based at Chanson, Otsehakow, Sevastopol, Yalta, 

and Alupka. Theca eub-divieicns Wore broken into frontier and ooest 

guard vataheS (Tfedhen) which set Up poets (Posten) of varying Strength to 

perform the actual work of closing the frontiers. Later it was ascertained 

that the organization in the Far Lantern areas was the aar®. 

From current monitoring of radio traffic of the frontier guard 

units, it became apparent that, with the beginning of the war, the 

organization of the defense of frontiers feeing enemy countries under¬ 

went a basic change; Aside from an extensive adjustment of tho structure 

of the frontier troop* of the HAVD-to that of the RKKA PABOMA 

KPECTfeflHCKAfl KPACHAfl APM/H ( Bed Worker and Fkusant 

Amy) (subdivided Into regiments and battalions) there tas an essential 

change in assignostts. It was soon learned that regiments of IK YD 

Frontier and Security Troops wore employed mas 30 to 60 kilometers behind 

the canbet unite of RKgA to firm eh unbroken, very mobile, and deeply 

deployed security zone.' Of approximately 200 Frontier Guard and Security 

regiments recop!lxed from decrypted traffic, about one-third was spotted ee 

first line of this security xone, another third we* deployed farther to the 

reer, While the remaining third formed the mobile reeerve. Lech of the 

WYD regtaamte of the front line {yarded e eeetor ame 60 kilometers wide. 

In the course of tim it could be established that eons throe first-line 

WYD regiments . ere needed |o ijjard the rear area of two RKKA armies. 

MCVD forward staffs controlled the employ merit of these regiments; these 

Staffs were located in the iraoediate vicinity of the forward staffs of 

the Amy but received their orders from NKVD headquarters in Moscow. Five 

to eight regiments of front-line NKVD troops wei® assigned to a front 
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sector — of which, after the capitulation of Finland, there wore eleven. 

The task of thin seevrity zone was to prevent desertion and infiltration 

of eneriy agents by scaling heronetioully the sector of the front from the 

rear area; by mopping up pockets, and clearing areas near the front of cut¬ 

off enemy troope aid bands} by removal or resettlement of the popxlace for 

political reasons; by return of population for repair or new construction 

of roads, defense installations, air fields, and plants of value to the 

military economy; by guarding supply; and by collectin'-, and transporting 

prisoners to the rear. 

It may be mentioned briefly that each NKVD Frontier Guard regiment 

had three battalions which consisted of several field watches and a 

reserve field watch. Furthermore, the battalions employed for special 

tasks »[KLPH„ rpynribl - RAHEBPEHHWE rpynnbl mobile groups, 

" oriEP. rpynnbl " operative groups and OMP (the German term for the 

last abbreviation has escaped the author’e mind). 

NKVD as Organ for Economic Control! To the sucoessoe of decryption 

belongs further the early establishment of tho feet that the entire economy 

of the Soviet Union, in particular the military economy and transportation 

system, was under very sharp control, and thus under the influence of the 

NKVD. For this purpose the NKVD used its local organs, inasmuch as these 

currently' supervise the carrying out of economic plans set up by the state's 

economic planning, and report regularly to their superior offices the results 

of this activity. The reading of those reports, made possible by decryption, 

gave hints concerning the capacity of many branches concerned with war 

economy; often showed maladjustments therein and trethods employed to correct 

these maladjustments . These data were especially valuable during the war 

since they disclosed the type end extent of the difficulties with vhich the 

economic leadership of the Soviet Union had to contend. In the course of 

r the function of the NKVD t s extended insofar as to the controls 

exercised in peace tine and to the right to intervene directly if trouble 

ayose there vas added the task of caring for the return to production of 



» or destroyed plate. F«r this purpose the offices of the MCVD 

'oodtrolled ell spedalletB is their- e i and supplied that vdtfi ww 

fe cM» of need, sent them to other *CVD areas'-. These' powers ware 

eddbendsd'with the oooupaticn of large new areas. '* 

As «n eseaitial part of the total eeonocy of the country, tbs 

transportation System, arid in particular the' railroads, wermsndir ths 

control of the HKVD. After the outbreak of the ear it became nsesssecy 

to tote seer protection of the railroads along with their aortal. This 

insloded guarding transports, depot*, bridges, junotioa points, mid 

Isfxrtait as wellae threatened stretches of railroad track. 'Toieet 

this fca* speelslly'trained troop contingents « *ErtE3H0<a0P9*a>te' ' 

Bt^CKA HKBJJ " or NKVD Rail Troops were formed. The trials atiaa 

resembled that of the Arugr with a division as the larpet unit. During 

the war three divisions of the NKVD Railway Troope were ^testified a*T 

tfclr employment could 'he followed currently. Since the adin task of V 

decryptico in the former German Array was to aeoure nllltary IntalllgaUM^ ' 

file fafi-uenee Of the lfCVD ad economic aattefa oould be worked but ot&y in ’ ’ 

trh&mAstrr foahicn, but even so the enormoua eignlXicaioe of the MCTO 

for Sariet economy was clearly recognizable. Ureiou6tedly lffiili ' vr,!"5’ 

monitoring of ecbnanio internal traffic and ite dacryptiai had proved 

poeaihlB, ae Aaeumad, this influence on the econany would prove still 

lgm ahd **VD a* of Control! Kspeadilly characteristic 

did revealing Tor the power of the UKTO la' the relation of‘this organisetlcn 

t*> Ute BOCA. WCVD Undertook the polltioal directidi of the R^A^begjGming 

vit^tha General Stiff Snd ending with the last man, in <rdv to g^HUta 

!telshrfrlk^oarmnist philosophy 'of' every mmfcer of thi Any. 

purpose tbs DKTD has a system of political gnidsncs anl lsadarahlp 

«ssehM«.ites Staff tern to theso^mny pUtoouT Threu^T toe 

W&*'fttete. HSW' ***&*&) * 

ir'- (p&ttical «Mt) in AlsUfft W to* OsnaraiStoff 

dnw» ti ttet of the dlvisito, and ftocT the "ftijMlKM • (political ,V 
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ocadsssr) and ,f flOJlUTPyK " (political leader) in the lower echelons 

down to the platoon, the IKVD actually Hatches, guides, and Instructs 

every nan* In addition to the above-mentioned official representatives 

of the NKVD there are secret agents from the rente of the Bed Army working 

tinder these, whose task is to recognize and report in their initial stages 

any movements hostile to the Soviets. Arrest aid puniahmert lie In the 

hands of oourte martial oonducted by the NKVD. 

NKVD as Organ of Training: Aside from political training the NKVD 

is charged idth training the BEKKA in a nusba* of military specialties. 

Among other specialities, for example, the training of sharpshooter unite 

and the conduct of training schools for dogs and currier pigeons wrs In 

the hands of the NKVD. 

The NKVD exsrte an influence not to be underestimated on tbs point of 

view of the HKKA through the feet that any changes in the rente of highsr 

officers require the approval of the NKVD, *ieh also oontrols throe#: its 

agsndee the selection and training of all replace®its for raedlrei and hl#»- 

grade officers. 

The keeping of military aBcrets represents a field exposed to unusual 

danger. Hence it is explicable that in this field the NKVD was particularly 

active. Security of signal transmission dsjends primarily upon the 

reliability of the personnel, concerned therewith. Hmoe the NKVD gsre 

particular attention to this circle. Along with t}<e selection and 

supervision of technical aig»l personnel, there was the keenest sifting 

and constant tasting by the NKVD of all those engaged in cryptographic 

work. The technical training of theee persons was also tbs task of <welal 

organs of tbs NKVD. The technical pert of this paper vdll take this qp lb 

In various phases of the war need fbr ( 

waqr. during and reliable units at danger points in the line or «t points 

of ocnosntrati®. Reeourae was had to NKVD troops, some of itun ware forced 

into so-called » OfTEPATUBHbtE BOflCKA HKRB " NKVD Operative Troope, 

which were assigned to divisions of the RKKA armies. The exact of 
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such elite divisions Could nob be determined from decryptraents* but one 

can reckon on at least 20 such« It is vjorth noting that the chief 

employnert of these divisions cans in 1942 and that after the crisis passed 

this fell off markedly* 

Supplemental Tasks of MKVD in 'Tani ".hereas at the start of the war 

the ISKTO v as able to meet the demand § upon it by using the apparatus built 

up during peacetime * even though great expansion of personnel Mas required* 

ft new organization became necessary £br oonfoatting espionage* sabotage* 

and the activity of enemy agsnts* and this new agency took over tte work 

in this field previously done by the general organs of the NKVD. Know 

as CMEPUI " •» CMEPTb (HftMftHAM "Death to Spies1'* it was formed from 

another subdivision of the MKVD which had also been formed during the 

Mat called the UKGB HAPOAHblft KOMMUCCAPMAT f 0 cyjlAPCTfeEHHOft 

BE30DACH0CT'/1 People*s Conmissariat for the Security of the 

State, vhich later boc-araa a completely independent conmissariat although 

it still worked in close collaboration with the NKVD* In the last years 

of the war the '* CMEPU1 " through decryptments became well enough known 

in regard tc organization and methods of work„ 

To the spa dial tasks of the NKVD in war belongs also the carrying out 

of the mobilisation and drafting of recruits for the RKKA. Moreover* the 

setting up of araies and units of foreign nationality and their integration 

into the frameverk of the RKKA was a matter for the JKVD, all the more since 

political considerations played an important role here. The activities of 

partisans, scouts', ah$ Igonts behind the German front* which became of such 

great iepartones in the last two years of the war* were — at least in rej;urd 

to training ar<l dirlAtives likewise the work of MKVD, To the ana reals of 

toeto inpaood by the \j*r belaig the farut&icn and eefiloywwfc of labor 

bettalioae by rocruiiin,; workers among the peeple of oocwplod areas fer work 

of unitary bvorUnoe. 
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Martian rust also bo made of the feet that HKVD offices and their 

organs — NKVD troops of different categories — discharged their 

Important, manifold, and often far from simple tasks in astonishingly 

speedy and uncompromising feshlon. Of course as decrypted material 

showed, this ms sometimes acoonplished by the use of anything tat 

humane methods. 

Account is taken of the difficulty of the service required of HKVD 

cr&aa by giving its units a special standing in the USSR. From decrypted 

messageb on the subject it could be ascertained that the pay of the HKVD 

v as essaitially higher than that of the HKKA, and its subsistence appears 

to have been better. 

The above statements, made possible by the results of yea re of 

decrypt ten, give a sketch of the structure and importance of the HKVD 

apparatus. In tfiat follows such details of cryptanalysis will be treated 

as nay be of greatest importance to one's owi conduct of war, despite the 

brief period during which they are significant. 

b. aaaa3sssa^affliag-g£ °L Assu AWqrce, 

HKVD. Partisan, and Amant Messages 

Recognition of Enemy Situation The most inpcrtait task of cryptanalysis 

is beyond doubt an exact, spoedy, and exhaustive clarification of the enemy 

situation, i.e. the current determination of the location of all enemy units 

in and behind the front. This task was fulfilled satisfactorily during the 

entire course of the war by decryption, either through decryption of enemy 

messages dealing directly with such location or through decryption of those 

messages which revealed indirectly such location. Not infrequently was it 

possible to know of impending movements. The fallowing examples are 

designed to from the type of such messages: 

Dealing directly with location: 

" TO TIE CHIEF OF STAFF <F THIS 287® INFAHTRI DIVISIOM. THE COFl'JU® 
POPT (F THE 1D32D mFidtlJl ICXUBSSHT E Dt THE OC06 2.5 KM nOKTB- 
EAST CP IVANOVO. 

a»i?UTAL cn:vj:Dir. petrov 

18 
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"TO THE CHIT OF STAFF a 
OH 12.8.A4 at 0750 JTtTC THE '17) AR!!Y SOLDI7! J'OTLCF, PETR 
r.VGSILJLYITSCH .’AS PICKED UP AT THE COUTH EXIT OF THE VU1.AGE 
DOLGAJA BY A PATROL OF THU 15TH FI; ID .'ATCH. THE I'AN ARRESTED 
DESERTED TUP. VERBS 3:F(nT. FRO' THE 642HD INFANTRY ROTCKTIT OF 
THE 111TII INFANTRY DIFISIitl OF THE 16TH ARNY. 

LEADER OF THE FIELD .'ATCH KOIAFJBNKO" 

Dealing with impending movements : 

«m; jwjio civtio: of the 26?th cav. r.x>t. is i ackmo up. 
'E «P.E "OFB!G TO BftLOTJE. 

DD LECTOR OF RADIO STATION" 

Not lass IqxH'tant fbr one's ovn troop cornand is timely recognition of 

attack or counterattack by the enacy, since this males possible the taking of 

countermeasures, The decryption aecticn was frequently' in a position not 

merely' to deduce such intentions from various circumstantial details but also 

to hand on in the original words the aiemy’s direct orders for attack or 

counterattack. 

Example of a direct coixiand to attack: (System: Operations Code) 

"TO CCirAHDEKS AND CHIEFS OF ST AIT OF 17Zi'D, 178TH, 192ND, 193RD, 
INFANTRY DIVISIVE, 73RD and 11ZTH TANK BRIGADES. 
the oomurai m ana* or uia atit h/js oudhjed: 

1. 172HD INFANTRY DIP 35171 ATTACKS OH 34.6.43 at 0430 IKJURS 
VTTH the 460TH BIFANTRY RRGBLENT IN THE DIRECTIfT! OF 
GCRCPCK AT 1030 HOURS. JTH THE 463ST and 512TH IilFAHTRY 
DJr.BBNTS THE PASSAGES (F.R TUB RIVER Kl.UJKA 3 and 5 Kl? 
SOCTirUST CF gcp.cpck ape to x forced ahd THE ARRIVAL of 
Hi: I12TH TANK HRIG.DE IS TO HE A./AITED THERE. 

2. 178TH INFANTRY DIVISION.. 

3. 
ETC. LIKE 018)13® TO ATTACK FOP. HIE FORMATIONS OF THU 
ARMY ENl’IERATJ-D IN THE HE/DING .. 
.STAFF OF TIE 27TH ATKY 13.6.43 1730 IPURS 1UP 1:100 000 
NCVOGCRJE — 

CHIEF OF STAFF CCLaJEL KLIN" 

Prompt recognition of such concrete plane of tie enemy for attu:k or 

deployment led, particularly in the early months of the war, to some notable 

successes by thB German forces. Thus for example, a promptly' recognised 

»'dur for a large scale Scarlet bowl«r attack on the Dtina River crossings 

called forth German countermeasures resulting- in the destruction by 

German pursuit planes (Moelders) ol’ more thiai 100 Soviet bombers 

before they reached the target. The great German success against 
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a convoy in the -.retie Ocean t as likewise due to a promptly decrypted 

Russian radiogram reporting location, route, speed, and size of convoy. 

Recognition of Operational and Tactical Measures: All throu$i the 

war the deciyjJtuent section was able to recognize Mid report to head¬ 

quarters jnejiarations for major enemy operations, for example, thraij^i 

the pin-pointing of assembly areas. Naturally this knowledge was not 

based upon the content of individual decrypted ness ages but resulted from 

current observation of events on the individual front sectors, wherein 

reports of movements of forces played ths most important role. In this 

respect the sumoning or bringing up of specialist troojB, generally units 

intended to pave the v.ay fbr attack, i.e. " orMJl " QTHE/toHblfi TAyBMMHO- 

MUHOMETHblfi MBM3M0H (popularly called Stalin Orgin) was very suggestive and 

valuable. The bringing up of reserves, 'hich was often recognized early 

fron docryptnsnts, did not necessarily signify plans for attack but could 

mean preparation for large-scale operations when other characteristic 

indications wore found. 

Recognition of Supply Situation: Of only indirect, cut nevertheless 

by no means negligible value, was the deception of supply messages from 

vhich a fairly clear picture of the enemy's supply situation in individual 

areas could be drew. Knowledge of this situation, of available stockB of 

ammunition and weapons, of gasoline supply etc., none times permitted deduc¬ 

tions regarding the paw or of resistance of encircled contingents. The 

authors recall vividly the almost unbroken intelligence regarding the 

supply situation of the Soviet forces in the Crimea during the late winter 

of 1942. At that tine decryptraent was able to give for almost every single 

hostile unit the daily changing supply picture as well as the slock of 

ammunition by rounds of each calibre, the precise amount of motor fuel and 

of other stocks, and sometimes the replenishments ope clod. 

Example of an ammunition report! 

"to he C!!i:r or imrn.:T <r the black sea apjot. 
A’-imiTia: stocks* ibth x-.ck sea irjgaoe imra (kortar atwhthx) 
81 n: - 470, 105 Ht - 62, .ANTI-TANK 
GUNS) 76 131 -905 RIH1E C/jmt|DCf’S - 18030 
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Looses of ??gi and Materiel} Ctf similar leper tanqe mis the dedryptoent, 

at times eu;vent, of radio reperts from t}je enemy concerning the losses of 

men and materiel on tie various front sectors. In the previously mentioned 

phase of war on the Crimea, it was possible, for instance, to decrypt such 

messa.^es almost daily. Such reports were gsnerally part of a message dealing 

also •4th other ouestians, and at that tir.B were in the folloiing ftains 

Example of a report of losses: 

". 4. LffSES FOR 23.2.42: 17T1I !».*CK SKA 503Att? — KHL3>* 
StJTiALTJsENS 3, SODIERS 11; ’..'OUNPED: OFFICERS 1, SD’JALMRKS 0, 
SODYlTS 24; IUSSI’O: SUMLTI3MS 1, SCM>IERC 7} KIM ED: DRAFT HORSE 1. 
buk:;:d fw 2 T-34. Firjffl a; i. 

Since these reports often ended with present strength of men and 

materiel or wore followed at brief intervals by such reports, they yielded 

a useful picture. Thus the authors recall that the Operatioi Group "Popov" 

during its efforts to break through to the Saa of Azov in the spring of 1943 

gave in daily reports along with its losses the present strength in greatest 

detail for each of its units. Since these wore intercepted and read, the 

German command was able to make use of all these details. 

Replenishment of C8d and Formation of How UnltB; No lees important 

for our oiin command was the knowledge of intended or already undertaken 

reenforcanutats of hostile unite. Such information vies often Obtained in 

great detail from decrypted messages. Usually messages announcing the 

arrival of recnforce-.ients contained valuable details. 

Example of report of arrival of roenforcements: 

.. SEND m EVENING 17.4.43 to STATIC KdlARG.JKA 
ofn; officer ait ingnt ?n« to take over 740 naiAcraans. distribute 
TT’TK AT EOLLaJS; OP THE 172 TAT-TK !EK ASSIGN TO 36TII GUARD TANK 
BRIGADE 48 MEN, TO 174TH TANK BRIGADE 64, TO THE GROUP KUSOV THF. 
REMAINING 60 HEN; CF THE 43 RADIO OTERATORS ASSIGN 21 TO TBS 174TH 
ARMORED HHBAEE, TIE R131A337ING 22 to 216m EOTORI'UD INFANTRY BRIGADE. 
CF TIE 64 HP RIFLEISar ASS IRK ALL TO KUSTOV. THE BALANCE OF 461 1!EN 
rev 'HU. DIVIDE NET'KEN YOURSELF and THE 311TH INFANTRY DIVISION 
ACCORDING TO NEED .." 

The withdrawal of badly battered units from the front and their transfer 

to rear areas for re-forming, as veil as the formation of entirely new units 

ftpin recruits could oi^en be learned fipn decjiyptments. Thus it was possible 
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to follow the formation of two new armies during the winter 1%1/L%2 for 

a time, to leant various details regarding training of the recruits, and — 

as the meet valuable part — to tell the probable time end area of conedt- 

marrt. Deductions from decryption were later factually oonfiraed. 

State of Health and Mqpale of Troops t The picture of the fitting 

strength of the enemy troops was rounded out by decrypticn of radiograas 

containing details of health and morale of the troops. Reports of this 

nature appeared particularly in the early months of the war and, since 

they aame mostly from encircled units, were often of an alarming kind, 

ftxt even then the battle front was relatively stabilized, the political 

leaders of small and medium units sometimes had occasion to of 

sinking morale or of open dissatisfaction. Noteworthy and injKrtant In 

estimating the fighting spirit of the RKKA was the concern tftich was 

manifest in messages all throu#i the war about an obviously strong 

tendency among the ranks of Red Anqy soldiers to desert. The attempt 

was made to combat this by disguising as national patriotism the 

Intematicnal-Coramnist-Bolshevist fighting ideal which elicited little 

response among the RKKA man. It was passible to ftaOlaw In the decrypted 

messages the A ope taken eyeteemtically to bring about aich a change la 

the thinking: of the troops. 

Passwords and Rsooanltiqt Signal Decryption of ms as ages containing 

passwords and recognition signs led to local, usually leaser, successes. 

Such message often contained recognition signs ftr several days, sometimes 

fbr two or three weeks In advance so that they were very to our 

to cavAWTFs at tic upn, yast mrinnor dztbxob, 
MWJWPiOTW Agntu amns. aaul tern tmmaim at &m 
Ant rmat nr amt eras — ■« av met*, to m mam 9.) 
nr pat nr mat tmrmo Rinnr 'taat a warn 23,5 to a.5 wxataa 
SLURBS SERAIS "ITU 1 UNITS OR BOARD FOR TTSTB SBDCKDB, 2A.5 BT 
PAT DUTim BtffH :,ims AUDRNATELX} 3J? IUKT at.5 to 25.5 TOO TRUE 
ARP OHBRI® ROCKET. CK ....« 

"KASAKSTA# - . FTR 28.11 
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Situation in Rear Areas i ValuaKLo inferences concerning the situation 

behind the Russian front could be drava particularly from decryption of 

radiograms of the Frontier and Security Troops employed as a security 

barriers From this material it was possible to determine that the 

difficulties caused by German agents — dropped mostly by parachute at 

night behind the Russian lines — were consider able and called for counter 

defensive actions Knowledge of the countermeasures taken by the Soviets 

constantly made possible new methods of introducing our can agents 0 

Appreciable disturbances in the Soviet supply lines were also occasioned 

by bands of anti~£<*rlet tJkranian end Baltic elements, and even ky email 

groups of deearters from the SHU. Knot!edge of the existence and 

activity of such "indirect allies'1 enabled the German eoamand to incorporate 

these in their plans and to support materially each groups. The extent 

of ouch disturbances becomes apparent from the Tact that the KKVD Security 

Troops often had to send conoid (ruble contingents — sometimes several 

regiments sod seen operative WCVD divisions — for their liquidation. 

Thus, tor Instance, the 18th Cavalry RugUwnt JKTO wm tied up by such 

action in the southern drains tor over four weeks. 

to the earns category belongs logic ally Intonation obtained about 

the activity of spies and saboteurs la Soviet roar areas. It would take 

us too Or sfield to over thief the &ct is tfcawfere merely aenbimed. 

ftfiattl tmfac «nd Transportable* Situation X^xrtsnt eUo tor 

elaslfying the situation in the rear area use the decryption of owsmm 

conaerning traffic aendlUas on Soviet railways, uaterusys, and reads. 

Itdoroopte which wore reed showed ova-loeding of definite stxwtshas, 

concentratloi of transports at certain points, and re-rooting of supplies; 

thus they afforded hints tar the <*ipl<$Twr*. of the German Air Force end at 

the same time were helpful in orientating the Berman oomnand. In the 

question of overcoming the difficulties of transportation which arose 

frequently, the vdll of the Russians was generally recognisable to outer 

these by total and rigoroua meaauree. Thus whole villages, including 

children, were used to repair supply roads; transport trains were ordered 
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to run in sifjit of one another} and sometimes drum of f^3oline were 

rolled by hand from town to torn. 

Detalla on T&r Produeticr.: Sometimes, even during the war. It was 

possible by monitoring single radio nets, particularly of IKVD organs 

and theA5po<l>^OT(C3yil Air Fleet), to gat valuable insight into the 

production capacity of individual plants and factories. Thus, for instance, 

fbr a long time the capacity for oil production of Uakkop, the range of 

production of several munitions plants in the Crimea and on the Sea of 

Azov, and the production rapacity of some large plaits for "SIS-£" (a type 

of truck) and "T-34" could be followed. Messages of the Civil Air Fleet 

afforded data an ups and downs of production in armament plants beyond 

the Urals. 

Partisan Activity: Tilth the coming of winter 1942 partisan activity 

began In German occupied Vfhite Russian territory, and spread ewer almost 

the entire German supply line. The partisan groups, operating in 

units of various size , ware at first on their own resources, but later 

wore combined into a general partisan organization and their employee rib 

was controlled by the USSR. The partisan movement had its own staffB 

working in collaboration with the front staffs and NKVD organs. Finding 

and combatting such partisan groups was possible only by observing and 

decrypting traffic between the groups and their staffs. 

Infiltration cf Reconnaissance Groups and A rants: Similar partisan 

comand organizations also controlled the infiltration of reconnaissance 

groups and agents into the German rear areas, mainly by means of parachuting 

from airplanes. Here also it was the task of decryption to make possible 

the location of these groups. 

Polish Resistance Movement: In the last phase of tlie war abuiylant 

traffic could be intercepted and decrypted affording ample info mat len 

about a National Polish Movement aid its activities. From the content it 

could he inferred that this movement at first assumed a waiting attitude 

toward the Soviet Union and took its instructiais directly from London. 
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It was oleur that the organization which ms, then in its infancy was 

pursued by the NKVD organs, as was apparent from the numerous reports 

of successful arreste of its members by the Russians. There were also 

repeated cofiplainte concerning acts of terror on the part of tha NK7D, 

Significance of Crvrft analysis: The exat^lee giren probably show 

fairly dearly the significance pf a crypt analytic unit. Operated 

qrstemationlly end regularly, it yields in peacetime important lnfenastio* 

concerning develojwents in various fields of life in the oosntty observed* 

Often from these observations valuable conclusions osn be dram abend, the 

true intentions of the state — intentions tfdch nay otherwise Us mom cr 

lass skilfully camouflaged. The value or deaxyptaent (bring • tar la 

Obriens. It warns oneTs own cormnand by giving it the eaeay*g plus) It 

makes possible reasonably safe dispoeltims by revsellag the posit lorn and 

strength of the foe; and it shows weak spots as well as worthwhile 

Objectives for attack. 

To a certain extent decryptment eliminates uncertainty sad tasa idd 

in connection with military operations. It is perhaps the yeoagset, ML 

already a rather acute weapon whoso value when employed an aspla sssle met 

net be underestimated either for defense or offense. 
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part n. mcimiCAL 

A. The Russian Cryptographic Service. 

Its Structure arri Organization 

Army and Air Fcrce. &th Section ol' General Staff of RKKA and fig 

Subordinate Cb<;ans» The hipest authority and thereby the guiding 

agency for all natters concerning the cryptographic verk in the Army 

and Air Force of the USSR is tho 8th Section of the General Staff of 

the RKKA In Moscow. Directly subordinate to it are all 8th Sections 

of the front staffs, armies, and corps, and all 6th Sections of the 

divisions and brigades as well as the "WO" - [|'n<t>p. OTJUSfl • 

crypto sections of the lower formations. The 8th Section in the 

General Staff is divided, according to its duties, into three groups, 

each of Which assumes a nurber of functions. 

Organization of the 8th Section 
of the General Staff of the RKKA 
in Moscow. 

Group Is Personnel matters 

Issue and recall of cryptographic 
materials for the Amy and Air Porco 

Preparation of cryptographic material 

Recording of all encrypted messages 
In operational and tactical systems (5-digit) 

Group 2: Pevel opuertt of mechanical aids 

Developraert of cipher machines md testing of proposals 
in this field (Baudot, secret teleprinter, etc.) 

Group 3: Employment of PAJ1K 0PA3BEJ1K/1 *= radio intelligence 

Ciy pt analysis 

Evaluation 
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aotmunicaticris personnel, in particular those dealing with cryptologic 

extraordinarily strict standards were applied until the beginning 

of 1942. It was repeatedly stated by prisoners and was confirmed b^ Captured 

material that all those engaged in the 6th Section cm its subordinate orguiB, 

even down to the last "(DO" converter in the smallest unit, had to be old 

Rarty members and absolutely reliable in their political attitude. The 

seleotion of this personnel was therefore coupletely under the control of 

the NKVD. Likewise the two special schools for crypto personnel in Hoeoow 

and in Tambov were conducted by the RKVD. The period of training at those 

schools before the war and down to the beginning of the year 1942 woe six 

months} in addition to the handling of tin most varied cryptographic system^ 

the history of cryptography ms tau^it in condensed form and the field of 

cryptanalysis was touched on briefly. After the heavy losses in tbs stumer 

and fall of the year 1%1, Which were felt also among the crypto personnel, 

they were forced to change the regulations in reepect to selection a Hi to 

reduce the training tine in the schools. Since 1%3 non-ambers of the 

Communist Party can be employed as cryptographic workers} the training time," 

which was first shortened to three months, has been only one month since 

1943. Beoanse of the heavy losses of men, the perocnrml strength of the 8th 

and 6th Sections had to be sharply reduced and the heavy looses of officers 

in particular resulted in the amploymart of civilly officials as directors 

of the 6th Se<rticnB with brigades and divisions. In general it may be 

stated that the strength was reduced at that time by approximately 35 

peroent and that civilians of equal grade or Junior officers took war 

the conduct of the 8th and 6th Sections. 

Since reductions in strength and in the period of training at that 

time doubtlessly occurred in other parts of the 00ntm Aicatiens service, 

it was understandable that the performance and reliability of radio 

operators and crypto clerks could not fell to suffer and consequently 

more errors occurred in encrypted messages which often rendered decryption 

much more difficult. Frequent inquiries on many Russian links, requests 

for repetitions or for changes of key proved that the difficulties were 
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noticeable In tlieir own operations. These facts Wore doubtlessly one of 

the reasons for the speedy development of Baudot links in Internal traffic* 

3ince this made it possible to economize on communications pereonnel inside 

the country. /hetlier in addition to Baudot and secret teleprinters cipher 

machines were also put into use on other internal lines has not been deter¬ 

mined absolutely; it can be stated, however, that traffic in machine systems 

has not appeared as yot cm milituijr links, One cannot avoid the impression 

that the Russian prefers manual methods of encryptmerfc, all the more so 

since he has found in the use of the one tine additive the ideal method 

of reencijhernant. 

According to several st at orients by prisoners, deserters, and agents, 

Russian radio intelligence stressed primarily the results of direction 

finding raid operational and truffle analysis, while ostensibly decryptiont 

was able to achieve only scant results despite extensive employment of 

the 8th flection in Moscow. Radio Intelligence represented in any ease 

only a very unimportant aid little developed part of the Russian comtnuniea- 

tlon service. Only a few front staffs had their own units tar radio 

intelligence i hereas from ttie army down to the division only individual 

intercept receivers art' direction finders served these purposes. 

Tlie preparation and issue of new cryptognapliic systems as will ae 

the vdthdrawal of those replaced was until early 1942 exclusively the 

duty of the 3th Section of the General Staff in Moscow, In this way a 

unified direction and oontrol was possible and the issue of only a few 

general systems afforded the advantage that these were thoroughly mastered 

by the cryptographic personnel and that errors in ecryptraent could generally 

be avoided. After the first few months of the war between Garingy and the 

Soviet Union the necessity already became apparent for carrying out 

fundamental changes in respect to the preparation and distribution of 

cryptographic systems. 
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The rapid German advance during the sunriar and foil of 1941 had as 

a result that in the great encirclement battles, in connection with 

uftforseen flank and pincer movements numerous Soviet cryptographic 

documents of the Army and Air Force fell undamaged into the hands of 

the German troops. Since when cryptographic systems were in jpneral 

use tho capture of a single copy was sufficient to compromise the system 

of the entire front, it was obvious that the Soviet Hi£i Caaoanfl had to 

make a change as quickly as possible. This basio shift in the organiza- 

tian of the cryptographic service during a period vhioh nos extremely 

critical far the USSR, was made, using the threat of heavy penalties in 

ease of delay or contravention, in the notably brief time of three months 

and had been completed everywhere by the end of March 1942. In contrast 

to the centralization in time of peace, the production and distribution 

of cryptographic material was now decentralized. Only the production 

of the operative and tactical 5-place code (Chiffre) was still reserved 

to the 8th Section of the General Staff in Moscow, while the front 

Systems - called since then " CYB “ CKFbITOE VTIPAB/1EHHE BOflCK 

- camouflaged transmission of messages of the commend - were worked out 

by the signal officers of the immediately superior units, were issued at 

their discretion and, were likewise replaced when there was danger of 

compromise. The systems which resulted were distributed to the formations 

and to the neigibor organization - from left to right. For the setting 

Up and wcrklng out of !l CYB systems by the individual Bignal officers 

a scheme was worked out by the 3th Section of the General Staff which . 

outlined in a general way the size and type of such cryptograjMc systems 

twt contained no directive regarding the choice of the reenciphernent. 

The Russian owed it solely to this change in the organization of the 

cryptographic service that the roadability of hie oimy messages became 

nnch less and that the capture of such cryptographic systems no longer 

represented a danger to the entire front. The multiplicity of these 

systems, the ellgit amount of traffic on the individual net and the short 
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period of use - perticuUrly in the any* wfede analysis extrenfily difficult 

and r.6de dealing v.i.tls small groups of uossagss an impossibility* If it me 

possible, nevertheless, right cbm to Uie final days of the r*ir,to provide 

the IlijJr Command vith important infor> atior , often v.hen our own coixtunicaticne 

v;er*e vury difficult, that vn-s due exclusively to the fact that the former 

Toman Army had enough trained and experienced cryptanalytic personnel*, 

Chart of the General Tw.es of Cryptographic Systems 

— Sise ?nd Are a of Use — 

Arty and Air Force: 

Type 
Deoignatiai Sise (grouiis) 

Chiffre 10000 - 25000 

Code 3000 - 10000 

Code table 2000 - 3000 

"ens" 500 - 2000 

nT ioo - 500 

SKVDj 
Type 
fee lariat ion . Qiao (groups) 

Chiffre 10000 - 25000 

Code 3000 - 10000 

Code table 2000 - 3000 

”CYB" 500 - 2000 

"hT 100 - 500 

a.b.o.d.e.f.g.h, 

k.b.e.l.g»h.m.n«o.T)» 

Rorerks 

hot in use 

Not in use 

Remarks 
Chiefly economic 
messages 

Explanation: a. General Staff 
b. Front Staff 
c. Awny 
d. Corps 
e. Pivisim 
f. Brigade 
g. Regiment 
h. Battalion 

1. Company 
j. Platoon 
a. T/r, 
1. Unit (Abtoilunr.) 
ti. Field Posts 
n. OMr 
o. ortEP. rpynnA 
p. mah. rpynnA 
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At the coriolusicn of the section dealing ■> ith the cryptographic 

eye terns of the Amy ant! the Air i'crca the conjecture may be stressed that 

the 8th Section of the Oa-ieral Staff In Moscow my return with the end of 

the present war to centralization of the development aid issue of crypto¬ 

graphic material. The authors see arguments for this in the fact that. 

In the first place, a direction and control of the vast apparatus la much 

simpler in this way and, in the seoond place, in the reflection that the 

sole reason far the change in 1942 - the possibility of the capture of 

documents by the enemy - drops out. This shift would be very Import¬ 

ant for cryptanalysis. in particular because, assuming a longer period of 

use and consequent larger traffic receipts for a system, it would pemit 

devoting careful attention to the structure of the system and make possible 

the supplying of conplately deciphered messages rather than merely a 

fragmant&ry reading. 

office for the cryptographic service of the NKVD organs is located with 

the fVI7 HKBH in Moscow. Qrganls&tloi aid functions of this section in 

the field of cryptology are not known. In contrast to tbs cryptographic 

syeteme of the Amy and the A-lr I'area, it has not bean possible in any 

case to capture NKVD systems which were still in use. At various points 

on the front 4-pLaee NKVD codes have fallen into the hands at Osman 

troops, but either they were then no longer- in use or they represented 

reserve systems which, due to their capture, were not put into use, (fa 

the bawls of what has been said above, the NKVD cryptographic OentTkl 

office was able to.retain Ute method of centralization tap the production, 

lame, and recall of cryptographic material throughout the entire war. 

Consequently, in spite of the great number of different NKVD organs, 

them was oily a Very limited number of NKVD cryptographic systems in 

use and it was also true that these were valid for a relatively long 

time, Often more than tvo years. In consequence it was possible far oir 

ovn crypt analytic units to do extensive work on these systems and eventually 

to read the NKVD messages 100 percent. One must not mate the mistake, 

however, of regarding the NKVD systems as sinple and easily decipherable} 
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on the contriiry, from tlie very beginning they have been very resistent to 

sjT.tertt-.tic crypt analytic effort anti tlio fact that t!)ey could be read 

completely in tie end is due solely to the long periods of use and to the 

untiring diligence of those who v irked on then. 

Drlef Survey of Intra-state Circuits: The nonitoring art! deciihernsnt 

of internal radio traffic vies not a duty of the Amy sipyial intelligence 

agencies; nevertheless of necessity system used on internal networks 

were in part vorkod on and solved. Special units were devoted, arccng other 

thinrs, to the reception of Haudot traffic but hei-o tire value of the 

evaluation results lay almost exclusively in the econonic field. This 

much did become knovns all this traffic was not ;*srely controlled by the 

M'VT but in many cases was directed by the NKVD and in all probability 

the " ; ij HKEH wa£ iJso responsible to a great degreo for the issue of 

cryptographic material for int-srnal radio traffic. 

Par^tAsans, Af>ents_, Scoute: Tire NKVD also had tn important shtro in 

the preparation and issue of cryptographic materials for partisan 

organisations aid for the agents and espionage service. In view of the 

initial multiplicity of partisan groups which operated independently tnd 

of the often vary extensive employment of agents and spies in t)» enemy's 

rear, it was necessary to provide for current replace*lent of cryptographic 

^sterns, in which connection it -.is of primary inportanco that those should 

be conveniait, simple to use, and sooure. This responsibility could not be 

met by a single caitral unit, however large; therefore tlie individual 

partisan staffs, for the most part worn located in the irradiate 

vicinity of Amy front staffs, were assigned the task of producing and 

distributing such cryptographic systems, although all of then were sublet 

to the guidance and control of the HKVD. 

Fi-on the foregoing observation* it is clear to hat an extent the 

NhVI apparatus influenced the reruiror.-r.ts of the -miy ,«d the ..ir Force 

as veil as comunie aliens in the econonic field, nspeciu-ly noteworthy 

is the high degree of training arc : he uenue of responsibility of tlie 
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tSeh made it possible to prove 

sh were still in use from falling into the hands of the 

enemy during the entire period of the war. 

Army and Air Foroo System*': The relatively high level of Russian 

decipherment in tlie former German Amy was to tie ascribed primarily to 

the fact that systematic observation of Russian radio traffic and hence, 

too, cryptan&lytic work was begun promptly. The development of the 

Russiah cryptographic servi.ee has shew:- precisely how important it is 

to start analysis of the encrypted messages of a country, if possible, 

at a time when the cryptographic work of that country is still primitive. 

Then, however, it is necessary in any circumstances that monitoring of 

the traffic shall not fce interrupted even for a short time, since 

otherwise one's own crypt ana lytic unit cannot keep step with the develop¬ 

ment of the keys and so of the cryptographic systems of the country under 

observation. In the case of Russia the former German signal intelligence 

service had succeeded in fulfilling all prerequisites for a favorahle 

development of Russian decipherment 5 the follovdng historical cryptographic 

review will supply the best proof of thin* 

At the st.jrt, it may bo ncntiened briefly that no rule can be given 

for cryptanalysis itself, that is far '.ho g-;vsral ability to force unknown 

cryptographic systems and to aides thee readable. The ability to crypt- 

analyse will always depend an a certain aptitude and a good general 

knowledge5 linguists and mathematicians balance one another in this natter. 

Of course the analyst makes use of many traditional pieces of information 

such as the frequencies of letters, digraphs, trigraphs, and syllables, 

while mathematical ja-inciplejs of comb4p§tpry analysis, the theory of 

series and probability all find application^' Nevertheless an acquired 
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knowledge of all there details till never be able to supplant the intuition 

of a gc>od cryptanalyst. 

For specif 1c reasons, ’out primarily to avoid a confusion of technical 

ejqiressior.s or concepts, in '.Set folio s the individual types of fastens 

vill 7* treated successively,. 

Opera tlcnal oysters: Under the heading "Ojjerati cnal Systems" full 

ail those cryptographic systems which are conceived rrin&rily for 

operational and technical transmissions. Sue short messages of this 

kind may be ‘;iven as examples: 

"OUR RADIO STATION ,HX \’CHK TCKCRR0.; FRCII 0700 - 1100 HOURS AND 

FROM 1500 - 1900 HOURS. LEVESHKKKO." 

",JHY DO YOU HOI' .JfcVER f UR GAILS? OUR WAVE IS 157" 

"TO THE HEAD OF THE RATIO RT/.TICW. Y'tUR OPERATORS ARE PERFORM BIO 

BADLY, SEE THAT THEY ARE REPLACED. CIIIEF-SIGNAIS". 

All systems of this kind - they are almost alviays substitutions 

(Cflsaren) and in rare cases small codes - bear the desifjiaticn " flT " 

“ HEPErOBOPflblE TAS/llillb! -chatta’ tables. The first operational systera, 

used for a long tine by the Army and the Air Force of the entire Soviet 

Union was the "nT -35" (chatter table of the year 1935). It contained 

100 groups and was reenciphered in a different fashion alxost daily on 

the lndivirtial nets (Soe Plate 1) . 

The 10 x 10 nuntocr squares serving as key were knovn as "system squares" 

and rendered the crypt analysts aid especially the content evaluators valuable 

service toward identification of traffic. In general at that Mn» three or 

four system squares ware employed simultaneously in one military district 

and they remained in use for as long as two years. Hence it was quite 

possible, and was repeatedly observed, that keys which ltd once appeared 

were used again aftor a reasonable time. 

In the final months of 1939 the "flT -35" was replaced by the "ITT-39". 

This operatic* al table, in contrast to the proceeding, had double entries 

in part and contained two indicator cell^ whish Stowed the method of 
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reading. rile type of reericipherreint was the sane, save that the system 

squares wore chan^d more frequently (See Plate 2). 

'.1th tlie beginning of 1942 the "r!T-41" cams into use as successor to 

the "nT-39". "dth the sane size as its predecessors (10 x 10), hero 98 

of the 100 cells had two meanings} two indicator cells shoved the method 

of reading to be used. The alphabet and the digits 0-9 were all assigned 

two groups; the most frequent letters: 0, \A, E, H, T, A, B, C, P, K and 

a few others had three groups. The reencipherriant by the <dd of system 

squares also remained the same, merely that there was a more frequent 

change, sometimes monthly (See Mate 3)« 

The receipt of radiograms enciphered according to the operational 

systems was very high from almost all military districts, later front 

sectors, down to the end of 1943. In 1944 the receipt of messagea of 

this type grew less from month to month; to make up for that other 

operational systems - partly small codes - appeared which were used, 

however, only in limited ranges. The reading of these essentially simple 

systems v/as not always easy in view of the very light traffic receipts. 

The structure of such codes corresponds in essence to that of the systems 

described a few pages later on under the heading "Substitution Systems". 

In regard to the operational substitution systems we nay say in 

conclusion that alaost always 2-place cipher groups are involved - 

horizontal and vertical coordinates - which in the cipher messages v.’ere 

combined in 2- or 4~place groups. 

Signal Tables: "Signal Tables" did not appear in the cryptograpliic 

picture of the USSR until the aeoond half of the war. These are 3-and 4- 

pls.ee systems of slight size which fall under the designation "CIB" and 

are used exclusively in tank units. Aside from a spelling alphabet they 

contain only 1-digit nufibors and words vhioh arc important for tank warfare. 

Unimportant words are sent in clear in messages of this type; map coordinates - 

usually 5-place - are disguised according to nap keys, A ne -.sage enciphered 

bye signal tald* wmld look s>oi«wfiat. as follows; 
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nPOT'.W/K CMflOlC 1 BATA/lb 0 HA HACTyflAET 
2734 4659 ^ 0 7143 6275 U85 *3 

PA^OHA CEBEP 
8119 27345 27452 27461 HA 4038 - 

Translator!: 

"Tin: umnr u: strebbth cf batt/jici! it- ait .cke/o tctard 

TIB4 HCP.TII Fmr TIIL1 AREA (LOCATION D’ ITCHHKREr CTWIHATB8)." 

Linguistically perfect solution of such tank signal tables was possible 

only in the rarest cases j frecuent change of key arid often siijjit traffic 

roc el; ts rendered cryptanalysis inch r.ore difficult,, Nevertheless, in moot 

cases even a fragmentary reading can afford important clues. 

Address Codes: Since in janeral addresses and signatures spelled cut or 

in the fora of syilables-afford cue of the i.ost important points of attack 

for hostile cryptanalysis, the Russians in 1943 began enciphering the 

addresses and signatures in messages enciphered by the "CXB" systems using 

a special address code indejiendent of the rest of t!w text. These supplemental 

codes, issued independently by the front or army units, contained in 

addition to such simple concepts as ''Chief", "Corriander", "leader", or 

"Dejiuty" composite concepts like "Chief of Staff", "Hoad of the Radio 

Station", "Chief Signals" and in addition in the case of address codes in 

an army unit exjwmded agj;regatos lile "Commander of the 17th Tank Brigade", 

or "Chief of Staff of the 2.31st Infantry Division". Intorpretations, 

especially of this last type, v:ore hard to make «rtd oould only be achieved 

after careful, intensive observation of the traffic concerned. Especially 

difficult was the solution of reencipher:.ients of such address codes. 

Nevertheless, despite the difficulties* even here good results could be 

achieved. 

Substitution Systems i The greatest nuiiser of decry; A ed Russian systems 

belong doubtlessly to tho category of substitution systems including codes, 

code tables, small and very small codes and exjlanded substitutions. Systems 

of this sort have up; cared in Russian cryptography since observation liegan 

and even though, conpaiMd with the present gta^fj of Russian crj'ptogpaphy. 
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thq^ must be designated as very primitive, it is vjcrth vhile to outline 

them (See Plate 4). 

Tie rcenciphsrment extended only to the ten p&jps, each of which 

could be expressed by from tv* to ten different dindues, while the basic 

numbers of the groups remained unaltered. Change of reenciphermertt 

resulted irregularly aid at different times in all military districts 

or nets. The general Air Force code represented schematically v«s 

used in the years 1934 to 1937. Other Air Force codes of like type 

appeared annually around 1 Jtay and remained in use for a short tine, 

approximately for one month. V?hese systems were used for practice in 

connection v/ith the maneuver-like air parade on 1 Hay in Moscow. 

Starting and landing reports, weather reports, Opehatioial messages of 

the air units arriving from all parte of the Soviet Union to )iarticipete 

in the parade were enciphered v/ith these. These wore regularly 3-plaoe 

systems vdth some 500 groups and an absolutely alphabetic structure. 

Reencijherrjsnt was by single digit substitution for the three eleoaits, 

A&lde from a nusbar of small and very small codes, vhitfi wore 

vised for a short time during various maneuvers and exsroiaee of the Air 

Faroe in all military districts, the last Air Force a ye ten of tide kind, 

the "BAK-38" - BOEHHbitf AB^.U^OHHblW HOJG 38 HUU, - Air F«ro* 

oode of 1938, is especially worthy of man tier. This 3-digit code comprising 

sons 800 groups contained letters, words (no syllables!) cover groupe for 

airplane types, nueberfl, marks of punctuation, and composite concepts such 

as "AIRPLANE.HAS MATE EUERTaUCI LANDING." cr "AIRFIELD UNSUITAHLE POt 

LANDING". Tide system could be transmitted v/ith one of three basis 

aneijhernerfts vihich were daeigvated by the colore "black", "red" and "green" 

and which ware re end [hared by di graphic substitution of the tab" element# 

cf the groups. Element "c" remained constant vdthin the basic encipher* 

meat (See Plate 5}. 
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This system, which wns in use fton 1938 to tie end of 1939, represented 

a great advance over its predecessor. From this tine on systems of this 

type no longer appeared as general systems of the Soviet Air Porce. 

In contrast to the Air Po"ee vhich had known such systems since 1935, 

a generally used system did not appear in the Army until 1937. 3efore that 

a relatively large code for exclusive army use was known only in the military 

district of Moscow. The code vhich appeared here contained 20 pages vdth 

100 groups each arid was therefore more than twice as. extensive as all Air 

Force cedes known up to that time. It whs terminologie-alphabetic in 

structure with 4-digit groups end roencipher.' tent of the elements "ab" was 

by dinandnl substitution, element "c" by single digit substitution, while 

element "d" remained unchanged. 

Since an exact description of each individual knovn system, even ef 

the larger ones, wsuld be too much of an undertaking, only one of the best 

known 4-place combined Army And Air Force codes will be described in detail. 

Tfas first general Army and Air Force code of considerable extent was 

the 4-place code vdth some 4600 groups vhich appeared initially in connscticai 

vAth maneuvers in the Volga military district. Roencijherment of this code 

and of all of its successors - codes "CKK-5" to ’'CT-K-S" - was by means of 

dinome substitution series or tables for the elements "ab" and "cdn of 

the code groups. Two indicator groups showed in etch instance the series 

and the starting points therein. The •CKK-5n * 061L'M$ KOMAHJUPCKMW KOJ-5 

- General Coiniarder Code - vdth 50 pages of 100 groups each was compiled 

with such extraordinary technical skill that its successors showed only 

slight changes when compared with it. The use, i.e. the sv&ft sue os salon 

of four great codes in tbs course of the years 1939 to 1941, is explained 

only by the fact of their capture - :,OCK-5" in the Finno-ftussian war, "CKK-6" 

to "OKK-8" in the Oerman-Bussian war. All these systems had been reoovered, 

however, and were coapletely read currently even before their capture 

(See Plate 6). 
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The last subsstitution of large size used was the " 0LIKK-7" ” 0BtWU M 

UEHTPA flblio KOM/HJl. K OH* General Central Cormander Code - v4ii.d\ vice 

used in the interior end afforded very valuable clues regarding replacements 

end new forr.Bti<n3 of tie er»my. Its reendphermari. was by dinorrisl aub- 

stituticn tables similar to those of the previously described fystems. 

To the category of substitution systems belong with cut exception all 

systems coming under the designation "CTB". After the decentralization 

of the Russian cryptographic service had been carried out* the fact that 

tho signal chief of every division, indeed of every regiment, could corjiile 

and develop systems of his own f<r his own <rea gave great latitude to the 

fancy and initiative of each Individual. Apart from numerous extravaganzas 

(Stilblttten) in tin construction of "CTB" systems, particularly in the 

beginning, finally some proposals resulted winch had to be taken seriously 

and represented important increases in security vfcen compared with the 

earlier small substitution systems of this kind. Above all else the 

fundamental change from a single reading to a double reading materially 

limited the possibilities of cryptanalysis and today considerable quantities 

of traffic are necessary in order to force a break-in. The double wading 

of a system consists in including 2, 4, 6, ... 20 switch groups’ 

(HlrwelsKTUBpen) in the system, half of which signify "READ TIE EIITIR3 ’.’01®" 

(the complete meaning), the other half? "R&tB TIB. FIRRT J iJTTOR OF THS ifORD". 

In this way it has be core possible to use each word under a ^Lvan l<*ter as 

a single letter element. Thus it is possible to dispense with the auxiliary 

alphabet which had beer usual up to that time. ‘.ith this the frequency 

peaks of individual letters ’V" or "C wei« flattened. 

The great nurirer of "CTB" systems vhich varied greatly in extent and 

structure makes it impossible to describe them individually. Oice mere 

it rill suffice to indicate that of all the changes tho introduction of 

the double reading is the most ij!?xrtant and uost fundamental. 
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Transposition Systems* Pure transposition systems, o, g» bo::oe, 

have appeared in the Russian Amy and Air Force only for practice use, 

and as training for a link plan nod in 1937 betweai the f-crviet Union and 

Chechoslovakia. The content was pure propoganda ta>:t. 

For the transmission of radio messages of operational or tactical 

content, i»e. dealing Pith troop command, on the nets of the upper and 

top coMu&nd (from brigade or division staff upward to the General Staff 

of the HKKA) the 5-place "ChiffTeoode", also called "Operational Code" 

was used as a matter of principle. Tin "Cliffrecede" or for short the 

"Chlffre" was systematically adapted by the Russians in the oouree of 

years to the changing requirements of their vocabulary ant was iuprevoA 

in vespect to security against cryptanalytio attack by store and more 

consistent use of variants for the rest frequent group* (narks of 

punctuation). These new editions of the "Chiffre" cams during the War ah 

intervals of 6 to 12 months, tit areas in peacetime the same code was used 

much longer. At the begiming of the fterman-Russian war node "OU-A" was 

in uee ihich \*is then replaced by code "02>A", "045-A", "062-A" and 

finally by code "091-*" which remainod in uee until the capitulation of 

Germany. AH these codes, except "O/^-A" which was in use from March ' 

191*2 to March 1943, wore alike in structure - aside from the Above- 

mentioned progressive improvements and amplifications. They were divided 

into the ^neral part with vocabulary in terndnologic-alphabetic order 

and the "special part". The gen oral part contained letters, digraphs, 

trigraphs, syllables, words, phrases, and entire sentences arranged in 

strictly alihabetic seance, with the marks of punctuation, fractions 

and ordinals, hours and minutes, numerical designations of armies, corps 

and divisions, day dates, year dates, and calibre designations scattered 

throughout the entire code. In the special part these concepts, wliich 

had been entered out cf alphabetic order, vsrs brought together once more 

in numerical order to fhcilitato looking up these concepts in the code by 

the code clerk. Code "OJLl-A" eafcraosci sosie jL 9,000 grouj® tfiich wore entepd 
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on aone 390 pagesj the systematic development of the code resulted in an 

increase in the mmbar of groups with each new edition. The last known code 

"091-Art had some 23,000 groups cn 430 pages. In spite of the relatively 

unimportant expansion of the code, the irprorement was very considerable 

from the standpoint of the cryptanalyst. The main point of attack for the 

cryptanalyst is afforded by the frequency peaks occurring in the text and 

conditioned by the language itself, these are primarily the narks of 

punctuaticn (period and oomma which with some 6.5 percait find 4 percent 

respectively stand at the top of the frequency curve of Russian military 

messages with the type of contents found in the Chiffrecode). While 

these concepts still had only one group each in code n011-An and thus . 

afforded the analyst a good cfiance to break in, the nuntoer of variants 

increased with each new edition of the code and in the final edition 

"091-A'1 reached a total of some 230 groujis fbr each of these two marks 

of punctuation. Thus the analyst was forced to change utterly his method 

of breaking in and to employ much more round about means. 

As already mentioned, code "045-A" fell out of the ranks of the 

terminologic-alphabetic codes. This code showed interrupted alphabetic 

structure. To a practiced cryptanalyst this hardly oaused greater 

difficulty. It is interesting to note that, while all new versions of 

the Chiffrecode during the course of the war were always captured by gaod 

fortune so early that the originals were almost ab ays in the handB of the 

cryptanalyst by the time they were jut into use by the Russians and con¬ 

sequently there was no necessity ft>r code recovery, precisely the more 

difficult code "045-4" did not fall into Clerman hands until same three 

months after it had been put into use in the RKKA. In these three months, 

however, it had been so far recovered by our cryptanalysts, in spite of 

the essential departure from the structure of its predecessors, that it 

was already possible to read currently some j>art of the messages encrypted 

by it. 
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At yjllvo r.-fr tern; The loss of the Cliiffrecocle, oven its capture by 

the enemy, is not considered important by the Hussions lie cause they take 

tlic attitude that the method of reenciphernient applied to messages 

ocnryjrted by the Chiffreoode affords complete security, even when the 

code itsdlf is in the hands of the enemy, This netted of reoncijiiemort 

consists in applying to the 5-place code grout* 5-place additive groups 

from a practically endless, unsystcmc.Ideally constructed additive 

nur,trial sequence (tocalled f.arima Tables). The tables used to men cipher 

t!ie Chiffrecode can be divided according to the manner of th eir use into 

two categories* first* the funeral table containing 300 5-digit additive 

groups. At the top end at the aide of the table are entered 2-dig It 

column indicators and 3-digit rot, indicators which allow the encipherer 

to indicate according to the principle of coordinate a the additive group 

vlth which he begins Ms raencijherment. t(«we in general tables 

reenciiherment can start at any point in the table but must then oontini* 

serially until the last text group has been reenci tiered* 

seoond* other tahles, thich bear different designations according to the 

art* Of use but are the same in the way t hey arc used. Iu these tables, 

vhich embrace 60, 30, 100 end 120 5-place additive groups, the reencipher- 

:«nt must alvraj's start : it> the first additive greup in the tahle and then 

continue serially. 

The tPrioral tables are used for one dey in the area of a unit and its 

subordinate formations (o.g, for the traffic of a front staff vith itB 

asaooiateel army staffs, or of an arty with its civisicns aid crimes). 

The purpose of using such tables is the dispatching of messages tl» contort, 

of tfiicli is to be available slmultaneoueiLy to several recipients (hence th$ 

designation "GBifflE/il."). AH other tables serve merely fqr oominicalicn 

betiMsn two partners* the anny and one of its divisions, t£e front staff 

flrd one of its armies, etc. These tables, irhich for this reason are 

designated "irmiVIDUAL” tables, are to be used only once, in ccntrest to. 

the "general" tables which can be used several tit ns during one day, 

because In the ^tt^n oa» seaurlty is afforde<l b|» the possibility of 
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using different starting poin, s. The individual tables bear different 

designations corresponding to the area of use* e.goi "AKGKD" (army- 

corps-division), "PAK" (front-army-corpe), "OC" (special) and "CIHCIE.AR". 

Cryptarialytically they &13. belong to one category - the individual table, 

since they (are all intended only far one-time individual use. Because of 

the one-time use of each table the demand in the KKXA for these means 

of reepciphersnont is extremely great. The production of th ere tables is 

in the f.th Section of the fienoral Staff of ttie RKKA i5here they are put f 

together in "Blocknots" — the ,,3^KERAL,, containing 31 tables each, the 

"INDIVIDUAL" having 50 tables each - and are delivered to the front staffs. 

These provide for the further distribution to the army staffs vhich pass them 

on to their divisions and brigades. 

'.’ortlsy of note is the observed shift from the "GENHEaL" to the 

"INDIl’IDUAl." tables, because the latter afford almost absolute security 

against cxy ptanaly tic attack. 

HKVP Cryptographic Systems: Operational bystamst 

In contrast to the Amy and Air Force, vtiich down to 1934 always had 

only one general operational system current, the NKVD organs, especially 

the individual border guard districts, almost all had their am operational 

qystem earlier. Plates 7-9 show the structure and the siannsr of using 

such system. Net until 1939 was a coi.nco substitution (Caesar) introduosd 

as operational system for all NKVD orguis, similar to the use in the Army 

and Air Force. 

Svfcstltuti ™ Systemst Major substitution systarns of the NKVD apimred 

much earlier then in the Army and Air Force. Th» first, a A-place code 

of sons 25 pa gee with ICO groups each,** Jn use from 1936 on in the bordmr 

guard district Kasakstan there the border gi&rd was completely cut off 

eepedally in winter through frequent destruction of telephone and talegrrffc 

lines by anew stanas and which received news reports encrypted in this ootte. 

This system was roenciphered by u dinonial substitution for the pages of the 

basic code thidh Aim && about once a v eek. 
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The three A-place substitution systems which apjieured dew to 

1939 and had up to 5000 groups were reendphared by dinanial substitution 

series or tables, just as in the anny. It i3 worth mentioning that one of 

the.® substitution systems, with sons 3500 groups, represented a so-called 

reserve system and apjjeared sporadically in all possible districts down to 

1%3 v.henevar other crjqitographic materials were lacking. 

In 1939 the first general ISKVD code vdth 10,000 groups, 100 pages 

with 100 groups each, was put into operation. This was re enciphered 

initially by tlgit for digit substitution and later by additive 

(See RKVD-Additive Systems). 

Reenelp>'®rmsitt by single digit substitution sequences: 

0 1 3 3 A 5 6789 (Basic Code) 
AT 7 9 3 4 1 0 8 2T5 

B3618729504 

C0465137928 

Basic code group: 3512 427S 9310 6264 

Division: ABCA SCAB CALiC ABCA 

Roonci'hered te:t: 4243 7620 3460 8171 

At the tine of the capitulation three A-place substitution systems 

of the l-T.VP Border Ouard and Security Troops . ere in use and up to 200 

massages in these system® could be read daily through cryptanalysis. 

Tlrse involved code tables with 2,COO to 2,500 groups of \hich 3EPH0 

and "HS^PA ware reenciphered by dinome substitution aid " Bl'SA 

by dinome and nonane substitution. For work with "3EPH0 '' each of more 

than 30 different nets had. 20 substitution tables for reencipherment, 10 

each for the par;3 and the group. 1th 10 differont. possibilities of , 

shifting vdth respect to one another the group cells on the individual 

pages, a total of 10^ « 10C0 different reencipherments could be used. ■ 

An indicator group, differently placed on each network, showed by its 

elements "a", !!b" and ’’c" the reenci'iheri’.tint of the group, the displace- 

: snt and the reeneiihernent of the page. Element !<d" of th.e indicator 

group v as blind, pniprally a null (See Plate 10). 
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The rooncipherment of code table » HKBA" was similar and was 

Indicated by an Indicator group v/her as v/ith table " BH3A "the reencij*\enaBnt 

v;ae less oonplicated but, to compensate for that, had no indicator. The 

remciphement tables wore changed within thenetv/oric as a rule after one 

to three months. 

As the last major substitution system of the NKVD orgsramsntiai nay 

be made of the 5-place NKVD railway oode vhich contained 2500 groups on 

25 pages. Reencipherment was by dinoras aibstitntian sequences for elements 

"sb" and "de" aid single digit substitution far eLement "C". This system 

v/ae in use dovn to the day of capitulation • 

Aside from the major substitution systeas dasaribed other smaller 

codas, mostly 3-place, ware deciphered and read from time to time, 

an long others one used by the NKVD Escort Troops (Begloittruppen). 

All these systems exhibit the same structure as ays tens of ID* else 

in the Atnysid Air Farce* 

Transposition Systems! Letter transposition such as appeared with the 

Army Ibr practice purposes could not be identified in NKVD traffic) however, 

a transposition aa reencipherment in connection v/ith a 4«place 10,000 

group code v/as know in the Arctic area and alaig the Firm O-Ruse lav frontier* 

The system v/as broken and oould be read in fragmentary fashion. 

Additive Systems t In the reencipherment of all major codes, including 

the NKVD, the additive sequence, which first appeared here in 1%0 and tee 

sines been used with all sorts of variants, plays th« major rola. 

The first additive used as reenciiherment for a 4-placs oode listed 

among the NKVD substitution systems and originally snoij#wred by 1-place 

Substitution sequences, was oaupiled v/ith the aid of a letter substitution 

table from the book "History of Leninism" by Stalin. 
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Scheme of the lettor-dlgit substitutions 

W,.$, HJ - 0 

0, Jl, d> - 1 

h, m, u - 2 

T, M, $ - 3 

Ej S, X,,IC - 

b, y, iy - 

c, n, b! - 

/, r, s - 

k,. n, n - 

(i, b, fi - 9 

The letters of the text were converted into digits by the above scheme) the 

starting point v/as given «s an indicator group by naming the page ((XL - 99) 

and the line (01 - 45). 

In like manner in 1942 another NKVD cede of Interior Troops was reenclfh- 

ered. Tha basis for the production of the additive was then a military 

Instruction book "Radio Communications"« 

The Bondar Guard Troops NKVD alaig the frontiers of neutral countries 

produced their additive, so fhr as the \riters recall, by 20 + 4 numerical 

sequences, the displacement of vhich in respect to one another was expressed 

by means off an Indicator groups 

The use of double additive recently and down to the day of capitulation 

(single additive until the end of 1944) making use of Gama Tables concludes 

the current development of the additive encipherments of IIKVD system. Here 

there was a decidedly clever camouflaging of the indicator groups which it use 

very difficult to detect and which could only be clarified relatively late. 

The camouflaging of the indicator group was accoojilished by different formulae 

on each net. 

Pcrnula: A1 - A4 « S5 + S3 
Rote: A4 sigtifies the fourth group from the beginning. 

S5 signifies the fifth group from the end. 

Message text: 2739 1825 7930 8221 1975 6308 .... 4199 1537 2811 3081 6275 
2649 2314 5539 .etc. 0185 - 

Indicator group: 2739 - 8221 •= 4518 
Control group: 1537 ♦ 3081 - 4518 

A1 and S3 are inserted groups (without significance in the text), which are 
indicated by the final group. 

Pinal group: 0185 (abed), where a * b show the positicn of the first, o - d 
that of the seoond inserted group. 
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Since in the case of double additive, just ns previously with single 

additive, the sane C?arr.ia Tables i ere used.several times; the reencipheroent 

could be removed from 50 - 75 percent of ill messages and the content, 

after recover;* of the two nan-aljtiabetic codes which v:ere enciphered with 

such an additive, could I* read down to the day of the capitulati®. 

In conclusion it must be statcid. that the high level of analysis of 

these MKVP systems, vihich were mostly very difficult, is to he ascribed 

to tiie fact that the York was done at a central location, i.e, exclusively 

iri the cryptanalytic signal intelligence agency of the Army and hence 

increased secrecy was guaranteed. From the Mere fact that IIKVh systems 

often remained in use for more than two years it must be adduced that the 

Russians considered read inf; by the aieay impossible. 

Partisans. Scouts. Agents: Especially varied in their construction 

are the cryptographic systems of the partisans, agents, md scouts. In 

contrast to the Arry, /dr Force, and Ift'.VD, numerous transpoeiticn system 

come into the picture here, generally single and double box, in rarer 

cases grilles (Raster). It would take us too far afield to deBcri.be all 

types which were recognized and declihered, lienee m shall take’up only 

the rost usual and cost characteristic. First and foremost we shall refer 

to the simile substitution (Cflsar) using both monomes and dinomes arid 

formed with a key word. 

Key word; £ 1 45327 

C P M 0 /l E T (airplane) 

/-i, E-<° b-8(, r-8?, j-83> e-2, jh-84. 3-85, p-86, K-87, /1-3, 

M-H, H-88,,0-5, n-89, p-9^i C-6; T-7, y-91, x-93, ij-94, 

w-95, .m-96, w-97> b-°8, bi-99, 9-%, io-3t, n-fe, (-M3, ' 

Plain texts R PMEH KOHM/fO PASOTy. 

Translation: AT 'TTHTED ,FIHISHUB: THE WORK 

Enciphered text; O2901832838758C9510190180571798O3 - 

The enciphered text can be dividod into digit groups of my desired 
length} it can also be sent in reverse order. 
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In many oases simp!* substitutiais of this tyjxs were transposed or 

treatment ’..ith additive before being transmitted. Fcr the layman a nono¬ 

din ome substitution presents an al-cat unsolvable prohltr; but the frequency 

count of the irulividual digits shows with certainty the elements used as 

tens. 

The following types of ciyptograpliic system, listed according to 

substitution, transposition, and combined systems,appeared repeatedly; 

some wye decrypted and read: 

Substitution Cftsar 
Snail code 

Transposition Dax 
qystarns Grille 

Combined Cdsar vdth additive 
systems Code with additive 

Double transposition 
Cdsar vdth transposition 
Code with transposition 

Encittieruent and Disguise of Coordinates: In transmitting place data, 

areas of attack, coixdtment and concentration, the Ilussians in «rny and Air 

Force traffic made use of 5^igit coordinates (Gauss-Krttgar) \hich wire 

specially enciphered and inserted in the message text, before the war a 

planchette of celluloid had been devised for this purpose which made it 

possible to pinpoint areas of 1 square kilometer - if necessary areas 

of one ninth of a square kilometer by adding a sixth digit (1 - 9) or 

a letter (a -). ft: the maps vdth the scale 1: 100 000 provided for 

this purpose a 2-digit number was printed beside cities vdth a population 

of 10,000. Since only 100 numbers (00 - 99)were available, these had 

to be repeated many tines in view of the size of the country, nevertheless 

the general area involved and in most cases the ajpropriate rap sheet was 

known to the eiyptognaphic clerk. The numerical sequence was terminologlc 

and ran from left to right and from top to botten over the entire European 

portion of the Soviet Union. 
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Scheme of a Map Planchette Scale 1:2 

Aft«* the outbreak of the war the Russlans also had to court, on the 

capture of this means of aicijhering coordinates and were therefore obliged 

to resort to another means of camouflage. As time sent on the individual 

units enciphered these coordinates in the most varied fashion, the 1: 100,000 

mape with dinomee printed along side the city names ware discarded. 

■ of the meet frequent methods of encipherment now was the syrtnlio 

or arithmetic addition of two dinomes, in the latter case omitting the 

hundreds, to the nab" and ncdn digit elements of the 5-place coordinates 

while the last digit "a" usually remained unchanged. Readily on the map 

re milted after d edpherment in the sequence! left (right) then upper 

(lower) margin, the final unenciphered digit of the coordinates gave the 

mibdlvlslQn of the one square kUoemter area. 

In contrast to the Anty and the Air Faroe the HKVD organs seplcyed 

4-place coordinates, i.e. without any subdivisicn of the 1 square Idioms ter 

area. The lack of 1:100 000 mape for the Balkans, Hui^ary, Croatia, 

Csechoslormkia, and southern Poland resulted in the exclusive tee there 

of 1: 300 000 mape and the 4-place coordinates could only define an area 

3 r3 x 3.3 kilometers, Thf important diffysnpsy fh^ usp ^ 
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eoor dine tea between Amy and Air Force on the one hand and the NKVD on the 

other are found in the feet that the former disguise the coordinates 

separately ihile the NKVD organs enciphered them along with the message 

texts and also in the fact that Army and Air Faroe could transmit either 

disguised coordinates or place names enciphered in the text, tfiereaa, the 

NKVD formations always gave the place and the coordinates one after the 

other and enciphered them in the text. 

The 80-called Verst maps used before the' war haw not been in use 

since 1939. The Soviet Command today generally uses only sups in the 

scale It 100 000 and It 300 000. 
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Aufgebrochen Interruptedly A system in which the initial letters do not 
alphabeticch alphabetic follow one another alphabetically, while the 

digraphs, trigraphs, syllables, and words 
with the same initial do show an alphabetic 
sequence. 

Belegung Entiy 

Bigrama Digraph 

The positicn (cell) in a code resvred for a 
letter, digraph, trigraph, syllable, word, 
sentence, mark of punctuation, nuribar or 
concept. 

A pairing of letters or digits, 

A blind, lie, meaningless number or group 
t&ich is inserted in the message text. 

The simplest form of substitution system. 
The plain elements are usually only letters, 
1-digit numbers, and marka of punctuation, 
and tljese aie expressed by various contoinations 
of digits or letters or by both intermingled. 

Cod® Cods A substitution system of considerable extent 
which contains in addition to letters, narks 
of punctuation — often with variants — digraphs 
trigraphs, syllables, words, and numbers, phrases 
composite concepts, type designations, cover 
groups, and cells for special entries. 

Deckgruppen Carer groups Entries in the code rtilch any signify 
other things names of parsons, cities, service 
grades, official positions, troop units, ete. 

Entschluesseln To decrypt To remove the disguise frm encrypted messages 
with the aid of basic cryptographic materials, 
in contrast to "entsiffarn" to cryptanalyss. 

Entsifferung Cryptanalysis The activity vhich leada to the removal of 
the disguise from mesa ages encrypted in any 
fashion without the use of basic cryptographic 
materials in order ultimately to be able to 
read the text. The concept "Ziffer" (digit) 
in this rurd is thought of only abstractly. 

Ereatsverfahren Substitution A system in which the plain elemmt or the p1”4" 
qystem concept is expressed in each case by cochinstlons 

of digits, letters, or both, such combination 
being of different possible length. 

erweitvte 
Caesaren 

Systems which contain in addition to 1st ter a, 
1-digit rwrfca-s, aid marks of punctuation, 
digraphs, syllables, short words, and sometimes 
also 2-digit numbers. 

Abbreviation for Entgiffgmg 



Haeufigkeit Frerjuency (In general) the percentual occurrence of 
lettei-s, digraphs, trigraphs, words and 
concepts in a langiap. 

Hiweisgruppe Switch group A group showing the nanner of reading. 

Indicator Indicator Like Kenngruipe, usually 
"SMfggsggflSSS^"^ TgRjiedert" 

Kengruppe Indicator A group which alnost without exception can 
group stand among the first or last ten groups of 

an encrypted message and which indicates the 
reencipherment and its starting points. The 
indicator group may be camouflaged, i.e. may 
also be sent mcrypted. 

Kombiniert Reenciphered Systems encrypted two or more times, e.g® 
usber- systems transposed code, Caesar ndth additive, double 
schluoaaelte transposition, code with two additives. 
Verfahren 

Kontroll- Control group A second Kenneruuns similar to the first, 
gruppe 

mehrfach Caesars with Caesars ihich have two or mere possibilities 
belegte variant* of expressing frequently occurring plain 
Caesaren elements (variants). 

Monogromm A single letter or digit. 

Position Like Feld, represents the least unit in the 
structure of a cryptographic system. 

Satsbuecher Code books Especially large codes with complete sentences 
(Offline rdal end economic codes). 

Schlueasel- Cryptographic systems and systems of 
mittefl. reeneipherment 

Schluesseln, To encrypt To disguise plain text by any desired 
verschluessaln cryptographic means 

Spaltencaesar Poly alphabetic A system con siting of several Caesars. 
substitution The individual alphabets axe employed 
(columnar successively in rotation. 
Caesar) 

Symbollschs Symbolic The addition of two digits without carrying 
Additicn addition the tans (mod 10). 

Tausohvarf ahren A limited category of substitution systems. 
In general this designation is selected for 
eubstitutioi by means of u series or a table. 

Terminology (terrainologio) A directly or indirectly ascending or 
iaeh descending serpence of nushers. 

Trigranre Trigraphe Combinations of letters or digits having 
three elements. 
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Qeraafa Term English Tara 

Var sat ever- Transposition 
fahran systems 

Yfuerfel Transposition 
ays ted,, 

'.farm Additive 

F.vplanatlm -—- 

Systems in which the plain elements are 
scrambled by certain regular changes of 
position, e. g. with the transposition box, 
double box, diagonal transposition, raster, 
machine ciphers0 . 

Transposition systems in which the plain 
elements are entered in an outlined _ 
rectangle from left to right, row by row, 
and are then taten out oolann by coluan 
according to a key and transmitted as a 
cipher message after being divided into 
groups. 

Rama as Zahlanwurm. An unsystematic, 
virtually endless sequence of digits 
vhich is added symbolically (mod 10; 
to an sicrypted text as reencipherment. 
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PART in. THE STRUCTURE OP THE RUSSIAN CRYPT AHAIYTIC 
SECTION IN THE FffiMEP. GERMAN ARMY AND A CRITICISM CP 

ITS ORGANIZATION DEFECTS 

Par the clarification of Russian radio traffic there existed in the 

former G«mai Amy an extensive and widely ramified organisation at the head 

of which stood as directing and oo man ding unit the Signal Intelligence 

Agency (General der Nachrlchten Aufl&aerung. abbreviated Gen d NA). 

Subordinate to this hipest unit in regard to assignment and personnel were 

Aram three to five Sigial Intelligence Evaluation Centers (Nachrlchten 

AufKlasrungs Auewertestellen, abbreviated NAAS) , (the so-called Horch® 

Kommndeure), and a Signal Intelligence Battalion Finland (Nachrlchten 

Abteilung Finnland). A schematic representation of this organisation 

is os follows: 

Gen d NA 

1941 - - l 2 - 3 

1942 6-1 2 - 3 NA 

1943 8 1 2 6 3 NA 

1944 - 8 1 2 6 3 NA 

1945 - 8 1 2 - 3 

Explanation: 1 - NAAS 1 (Nachr. Aufkl. Auew. St. SOd) 
2 - NAAS 2 (Mitts) 
3 - NAAS 3 (Nord) 
6 « NAAS 6 (Kaukaaue, ab 1943 Bander) 
8 - NAAS 8 (Sttdukraine) 

NA - Nachr. Abtlg. Finnland 

The eignal intelligence evaluaticn centers (NAAS) arose from the 

fixed intercept stations (Paste Horchstellen) formerly the fixed radio 

receiving Stations (Paste Punk^rafangsetellen), which were operated in 

peacetime in Breslau, Treuenbrietsen, and Koenigsberg. 

Subordinate to the NAAS, which were normally loaated in.the same place 

vdth the Commander-in-Chief of /any Groups, were fixed intercept stations, 

intercept corapaniee (Hordhkompanien), and long-range signal intelligence 

platoons (Fernaufklaenmpjzuage). While the fixed intercept stations aid 

long-range signal intelligence platoons show no further eub-divisicn, dose- 

range signal intelligence platoons —wnaas) and direction finding 
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platoons (Pellaieas) were employed further forward by the intercept company. 

The dcee-range signal intelligence platoons and directive finding 

platoons whose task consisted in the interception of enemy messages according 

to directives from the intercept conpaniee and in the location of unknovn 

radio stations by direction finding, forwarded their results without working 

them over to tits respective interest* companies, ihich on their part did 

crypt analytic work on the sic?) lest systems. The intercept companies sort 

traffic vhiph they could not solve to the signal intelligence evaluation 

centers (NAAS). 

The fixed intercept Stations and the long-range signal intelligence 

platoons ware intercept stations somewhat farther removed from the front 

which ware to work primarily according to directives issued through the 

NAAS by the Gen d NA. The traffic intercepted was like wise sent to the NAAS. 

The task of the NAAS was the decipherment and evaluation of the traffic 

supplied by their subordinate organisations. For this purpose the NAAS had 

a considerable nunbar of cryptanalysts at their disposal whose task it was 

to work on relatively small systems of medium difficulty of the Army and 

the Air Force and to report the content of these uessagee tbrdkgl evaluation 

section to the Intelligence Section of the army Group as wall as to the 

evaluaticn center of the Om d NA. In these crypt analytic efforts the NAAS 

wore given technical direction by the crypt analytic section of the Gen D HA 

and were currently informed regarding advances in the science of 

crypt analysis. 

The activity of the MA-Flnnland corresponded essentially to that of 

the NAAS} however, this unit »bb anal lor in size and in certain matters 

coordinated its work with the Russian cryptanalytlc section In the Hnnidh 

Army. 

The NAAS and the NA-Finnland sent carbon copies of all traffic with a 

notation "worked on" or "not worked on" to the Gen d Na. , All 5-digit traffic 

of the Army and Air Force as well as all N1CVD messages were reserved 

exclusively to the Gen d HA. The forwarding of material which had been 

worked on to this central office served for a control of the ejyptanalytic 
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activity of the NAAS, and gave opportunity for correction and support where 

necessary. 

The results of all deciphered messages wore combined by the evaluation 

section of the Gon d HA into a daily repcrt - "intercept situation" 

("Horchlagc") and laid before the interested authorities. 

Certain defects in the collaboration between the Gen d HA and the NAAS, 

defects which will be takeh up in detail in our criticism, gave occasion 

for the formation of two fixed intercept stations directly subordinated to 

the coitrel Unit. 

The personnel strength of the entire organization can, of s»uree, be 

glv«i only in approximate average figures because it was subject to constant, 

and in part considerable variation. Around the turn of the year 1944/45 

the German Army sigial intelligence effort against Russia was probably 

constituted somewhat as Ibllawa: 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Gen.d.NA JP SO 15 30 6 - - 20 5 50 

Fe.H.St.6 - - - - 10 90 10 10 2 ID 

PeJI.St.ll - - - 15 120 23 10 3 12- 

HAAS 8 15 35 8 10 30 300 40 23 20 80 

NAAS 1 15 35 8 10 30 320 40 20 20 80 

HAAS 2 2D 40 10 15 40 350 50 20 20 90 

NAAS 3 15 35 8 10 30 300 JO _20_ 20 80 

95 195 49 T5T 1611480 230 120 90 402 

In all therefore 3867 persons 

Explanation: 0 - Cryptanalysts 

1 - Crypt analytic assistants 

2 ■ Content evaluators 

3 m Assistants in evaluation 

4 ■ Traf fio, operaticnal and D/P evaluators, 

$ • Intercept operators. 

6 • D/P operators 

7 » Teleprinter operators 

8 ■ Technical personnel 

9 « Administration 
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Tears of work In a key position in the central agency of this apparatus 

gave the authors of this report a chance to recogiize a number of serious 

defects, both in the manner in which the work ms done and in the structure 

of the organization# 

1# The administration both at the central agency and at the subordinate 

organizations had little or no technical knowledge in this field. 

Therefore it me net in a pceiticn to guarantee expert guidance for 

the entire apparatus and for its constituent parts and faced the 

difficulties, which naturally arose in the separate fields of 

endeavor, with a complete lack of understanding aril often with a 

lade of interest. Therefore for the nost part it proved an obstacle 

rather than an aid to the work. It was unmistakably the desire of 

the administration to swell the operational figures art if isally 

for ths purpose of increasing their own personal inportarce throw# 

the size of the unit. 

2. Since the HAAS wore located in the vicinity of the top of 

the Army Groups, a does contact necessarily resulted between the 

intelligence section of the Army Group and the evaluation section 

of the HAAS rfiich finally had the result that the direction of the 

HAAS in a technical respect corresponded lass to the requirements of 

the central agency than to the desires of the cotroander. This could 

not fail to cause friction between the HAAS and the cmtral agency 

and this had a very unfortunate effect on the results of the work. 

3. The splitting up of the crypt analytic work between the central 

agency aid the HAAS with their intercept companies had as a result 

that, along with an enormous "paper war" - one original and two 

carbons of every radiogram for the central agency, HAAS and the 

intercept company - there vas almost always duplication of effort 

in decijhenr.ert. and evaluation. It eren happened that one and the 

same message was intercepted by the intercept companies of several 

HAAS and was processed almost simultaneously at all these stations. 

7ith the set-up of the entire organization as described push duplica¬ 

tion of effort ms hardly to be avoided. 
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The duplication cf eff ort which has just been criticized was not 

infrequently the leoult of a perfectly false ambition on the part 

of the administration of the individual stations. Knowing that a 

particular system was already being worked on successfully by 

another unit, one tried for purely competitive reasons to effect 

a new solution of the system in order to dispute the right of the 

original party to credit. In spite of a regular exchange of 

solved systems between the individual stations this was quite 

possible without arousing the suspicion of plain copying since 

the courier connections were often poor. 

5« The worst disturbance of the professional work both at the cmtral 

agency and at all its subordinate stations was caused, without a 

doubt, by the purely mechanical handling of this apparatus. Ths 

troatrant of ths workers was not according to their professional 

ability and performance, but excluelvely according to their military 

rank. Military service, such as drills, firing practice or terrain 

exercises were taken so seriously that the scientific work of the 

cryjbanalyst could not fail to suffer in consequence. By way of 

coaparison it may be stated that relatively far more was accompli shed 

when the organization had a civiliah character during peacetime. 

This enumeration makes no claim to cocpleticn. The authors have merely 

sketched here the most striking and perhaps the moot serious defects. A 

nunbar of othv inadequacies might bo criticized but these may have had a 

lese unfavorable effect on the York. 

The unmistakable consequence of all these defects was an extremely 

unproductive waste of energy which resulted in the creation of a decided 

over organization which ran idle to a great extent, ’.nth expert, sensible 

planning as much or more mi^it have been aeeonpliahed with a far uniy 

apparatus which would have been simpler in structure and easier to supervise„ 
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SUGGESTION FOR FCRUATICN OP A HJSSIAN CRYPTANALYTIC UNIT 

A state Interested In the preservation of its own vital Interests 

end those of its citizens must seek a maximum degree of military security. 

It can meet this need only if it keeps careful natch on its surroundings 

in order to draw the necessary inferences from the appearance of any 

threatening constellation, and thus take defensive measures before all 

its porters have to be employed in defense. It must not content itself 

with observation of momentarily hostile or ill-disposed powers, for the 

experience of the last few years shows dearly that today's Mends may be 

tomorrow's foes. This watch must be all the closer, the greater the gap 

between the ideologic viewa of the observer and those of the observed, 

and the smaller the spatial separation between the two, beoauBe then the 

possibility of a sudden violent break nay develop most quickly. 

The most watehflil and incorruptible eye of a state is a well organised 

crypt analytic agency staffed with experienced specialists since, in contrast 

to moot other govommart bureaus, it draws its information directly from 

reports which the observed government composes for its own use. Hence it 

offers purely factual reports, free from any bias, intentional or uninten¬ 

tional. Cryptanalysis is, to be sure, a relatively young science calling 

for further development, yet its achievement* in the field of intelligence 

are already undeniable . 

Adequate ability and tested experience in crypt analytic and organisa¬ 

tional wcrk, together with personal reasons of a politico-philosophic 

nature, moved the undersigned, even before the expected Allied victory, 

to propose as early as possible to the appropriate offices of the United 

States Army the formation of a Russian crypt analytic unit and to offer to 

undertake the organisation and conduct of such a group. 

The undersigned are in a position to name a number of oapable, fully 

trustworthy members of their former txnlte who have given assurance of their 

idllln&eea to work in the interest of the USA, Although ccmtaot with 

most of these persons has been lost, enough infcrjwbim is at hand regarding 

their location so that a majority oould be assembled. 

I nn/Mi A'nnr'T j 
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Under reference to the undersigned*' report on the Russian cryptanalysis 

of the former German Amy, especially the parte regarding the organization 

and criticism of it, the undersigned suggest the formation of a cryptanalytic 

section for Russian along the following lines: 

1. A central cryptaialytic organization to handle all analytic work* 

This id 11 be set up to include units for the direction of the actual 

decrypt merit, control of the intercept stations listed below, administration, 

records, and archives, the ciyptanalytic section proper, evaluation for its 

own analytic purposes with appropriate card indices, research on radio 

operations, and liaison with the evaluation organization which must exist 

at United States Headquarters in Europe. The personnel strength of the 

cmitral organization would have to be about 86 persons. Of these 46 would 

be qualified sped alia to idiom the underalgied could, if need be, provide. 

The remaining 40 persons (who might for the present be women) would need — 

besides the willingness to work — a certain degree of intelligence and some 

knowledge of Russian. The undersized do not doubt that they can assemble 

the necessary personnel. For liaison with the United States Army agency two 

or three good interpreters for Russian and German would be necessary, since 

the working language of the section for decryption would necessarily be 

Russian. . 

Adequate apace (about 800 - 1000 square meters) to assure quiet, 

intensive work, preferably in a building apart, would be necessary. In 

addition to ordinary office equipment including some four typewriters with 

Latin type and two with Russian type, provision must be made for printing 

under security regulations the requisite forms to meet current needs. 

It would be expedient to have the cryptanalytic unit somewhere near the 

evaluation center at headquarters. 

2. A main intercept staticn, as near as practicable to the cryptanalytic 

unit., The purpose of this station is to work traffic of special interest to 

the cryptanalytic unit, i.e. to increase and also expedite reception of such 

traffic. This intercept station would need 25-30 receivers and all other 

! SL 
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necessary technical equipment. './oik must be carried on in four shifts. 

Personnel strength would he approximately: 

1 Station Director 
1 Personnel Expert 
3 Technical Experts 
5 Evaluators 

120 Intercept Operators 

or all told some 130 persons. It is assumed that the equipment and space 

requirements of such a station are familiar. 

3. Three advanoe intercept stations; in southern, central and northern 

areas, charged tilth current reception of Russian traffic according to instruc¬ 

tions from the crypt analytic unit. These stations carry out range findings 

and provide traffic analysis. In strength they would correspond closely to 

that of the main station, but require In additicn about 10 direction finding 

operators each, i.e. same li/0 persons In all. 

U. A swift, dependable system of ooronunicaticn between the main 

station and the advance stations, for the transmission of orders from the 

crypt analytic bureau and of questions from the out-stations. In addition 

to telephone connections there should be teleprinters for the oryptanalytic 

bureau and each pf the four statiaie. 

Transmission of intercepted messages from the intercept stations to 

the ciyptanalyt ic unit would be both by teletype and oourler. Sanding by 

teletype would call for two machines at each intercept station and five at 

the ciyj*analytic unit with some 25 persons (chiefly women) to operate them. 

Courier connection oould be by air or mil and might call for 15 persons. 

Broken down by specialities, the personnel needs of the entire 

organization would therefore be as follois: 
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Legend 

a. Director of Organ Izaticn 1. Centred Unit 
b. Crypt enalyste 2. Main Intercept Station 
c« Rose a-eh man on Radio Operation 3. Southern Intercept Station 
do Assistants A. Central Intercept Statist 
e. Technicians 5. Northern Intercept Station 
ft Station Director 6. Transmission Net (administrative) 
g. Intercept Operators 7. Transmission Net (operational) 
h» Direction Finding Operators 
i» Evaluators 
j. Teleprinter operators 
k. Pags Printers 
It Couriers 

For the sake of expediency it is necessary to give the crypt analytic unit 

a completely civilian appearance, subordinated, of course, to the direction and 

0iidance of the United States Arcy. Intercept stations need not be staffed 

with civilians; they mi^it be operated by US Amy personnel- Mm from the 

former Goman Army could be employed, if reeded. The sane is true for the 

transmission sendee and couriers. 

Ths proposed organization would represent about one-fourth the personnel 

employed for the task by the former Gem an Army. The undersized know* 

however, from experience that even with such a limited organization, but with 

uncompromising leadership, a maximum of decrypt ion and evaluation could be 

done. Hence they would be in a poeitien to obligate the ms elves to produce 

satisfactory results within a short tims with ths organization proposed or 

with one similar to it- 
t . I, t <.<• ' -hjM . - .'r*gv; ■* 

/signal EETTMANN 
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Trjvshe/on_: Your call sgn /j 4*!. 
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P/dU 2 • "JIT39" 
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/fuss ion Z - t/fatf Casur- 
(dbubjg tto/fngS) 

PJmf cKt \ coo£j#w£ 4A/f/#ie w? if, 9, 

Trdnsfyt/on; £yVe //?*. (radio) da/a for i&t 
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"border Guard NoriA*{Umnfnd <W/fasustod 
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foss/on d-J/g/'t ~/ct6er suhst/iuHort 

P/ain text'* m/f,AmwtifAMnpri&r arwMaey 

Translation • The battalion chief has arrived. 
greetings to Pojomcjoe 

Cifhcr text: +£,0£tsetSfi,9£t4#,3*>SPi 79, 7*, 4/, gp, fP, 

rt, 79 7< 49, dp, It, Zf, IP, 0P,3£, orsr, or, Sfi OP,39 SC,S7>- 

TOr ffiCREl1 
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Pusskn( ) 2-djy/i Casar 

Pfoth text • hah. nof. nt r^r/mo ***■ ’* nr> $&*?#*■ r.n 

Irans/dii#?) l 7c the fhst Ccy»nivr/rMr K- our P/-' 

(steam cutter) p 
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/SS7t SUM -■ 4/437 9049?- 4-S+<'c 09940 ~ 
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